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8.
Limited Edition and Collectors Teddy
Bears

A Steiff limited edition Raffles
Bear Singapore 1997, 402 of 1500, in
original box with certificate
£60-80

9.

Nine Steiff Club gift teddy bears,
2002 and 2003, in original boxes; 1997 to
2001, 2004 and 2005; a September bear
from the perpetual calendar; and replica
bear on wheels
£120-150

10.
1.

A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s 1912 black Replica Teddy
Bear, 2275 of 3000, in original box with
plastic lid and certificate, 1991
£100-150

2.
Margaret & Gerry

Sue Pearson

Tuesday 8th June 2021 at 10:00am
Order of Auction

A Steiff limited edition Replica
1999 Teddy Clown 1926, Rose 33, 1161
of 5000, in original box with certificate
£60-80

3.

Lot 1 to 217 and 313 - Limited Edition and Collectors Teddy Bears
Lot 218 to 312 - The Artist Bear Collection of Margaret and Gerry Grey of Margaret & Gerry Grey's Teddy Bear Shop (Est.1984)
In May 1984, Margaret & Gerry Grey started their specialist collectors shop in Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England in the converted oak
beam gallery on the top floor of Gerry's offices. Margaret & Gerry Grey’s was the second specialist teddy bear shop to be opened in Britain. Soon
afterwards they moved 15 yards over the road to an old shop and 9 years later they moved to a beautiful listed building only next door. Then shortly
before their retirement they moved to a new showroom right in the town centre.

A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear 35PB 1904 Bärle, 5703 of 6000,
in original box with plastic lid and
certificate, 1991/92
£70-100

A Steiff Sample American Otto
Steiff 1912-1992 teddy bear, with blank
brass button and embroidered feet pads
--16in. (40.5cm.) high; a limited edition
Margarete Steiff 150 Year bear; and a
yellow tagged Dolly Bear
£120-180

11.

Merrythought Teddy Bears, a
cream Alpha Farnell limited edition 309
of 500 --21in. (53.5cm.) high; a turquoise
Cheeky Scent bottle and a Diana bear,
both in original boxes; a Schultz and a
Gund miniature bear
£80-100

In the mid 1980's the Greys introduced Britain and Europe to the world of the Artist bear when they started to sell exclusively the very best American
artist bears.
Subsequently to help improve the skills and knowledge of British Bear Makers they produced a series of Masterclasses with guest instructor Steve
Schutt, Joan Woessner, Maria Sibol and Rosalie Frischmann. A couple of years later they produced more courses with top British Artists Jo Greeno
and Janet Clark.

12.

Margaret and Gerry produced the first International Teddy Bear Convention to be held in Europe in Easter 1993, ‘Teddies of the World’.
Gerry was the teddy bear consultant for Teddy Bear Times and is also author of several teddy bear books and is acknowledged worldwide for his
extensive knowledge on all aspects of bear collecting ranging from old to new. Sadly, Gerry passed away in May 2020 and Margaret now retired is
offering part of their collection for others to enjoy.
Lot 314 to 349 - Antique and Vintage Teddy Bears and Soft Toys

A large Steiff limited edition
Teddy Bear 1909 Blond 65, 2659 of 5000,
in original box with certificate, 1995
£150-200

5.

Lot 350 to 385 - The private collection of Sue Pearson
Having first collected teddy bears in the 1950s inspired by a gift of her mother’s bear which is staying in the family; in the 1970s Sue started selling
teddy bears and dolls at fairs and then a tiny stall in Brighton market; which then turned into the world-famous shop in 1982. The author of a number
of well-loved and often used reference books A Collector’s Guide to Bears (1995) and Miller’s Teddy Bears A Complete Collector’s Guide (2001). Sue
and her bears have travelled all over Europe America, Japan, and Australia, and appeared on TV many times, on Richard and Judy in the 1990s; she
has also given many talks with her bears telling their stories. Sue has now been the UK’s leading dealer in antique and vintage Teddy Bears and Soft
Toys for almost 50 years and is still going strong.
Due to downsizing, I have the great pleasure in finding this perfect capsule collection new homes. Don’t worry Sue won’t be without any bears, she
is keeping a small display cabinet with tiny bears and you will continue to see her at some fairs and selling on-line.
Lot 386 to 465 - Antique and Vintage Teddy Bears and Soft Toys
Lot 466 to 544 - Traditional Toys

A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear 1906, Blonde 43, 2682 of 5000, in
original box with certificate, 1994
£60-80

Lot 653 to 671 - Post-war Dolls
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

16.
A Steiff limited Club Edition
Polar Bear on Wheels 1910, 4266
for 1999/2000, in original box with
certificate; an Enesco Steiff Collection
1966, in original box; a Steiff Club Edition
2000 Spitz (no box); a yellow tag kitten
and squirrel (some a little dusty)
£70-100
17.
Dean’s and Merrythought,
Dean’s Rag Book Co - Centenary Elite
Bear, 97 of 200 --23½in. (60cm.) high;
Jock the Concorde Captain Bear signed
by Jock Lowe, both with tag certificates
and Guitar Man with guitar; and a
Merrythought My Old Bear with tag
certificate
£50-80
18.
German collector’s teddy bears,
Hermann -- Bear in red classic car, jointed
miniature bear and tinplate car with
certificate, 50 of 500 --8in. (20.5cm.)
long; Sommerwind girl bear and Peterle;
and a Grisly Lukas by Janet Reeves
£60-80

Charlie Bears, grey Merlin bear
--20in. (51cm.) high; and Hannah rabbit
with carrot
£50-80

6.

A Steiff limited edition Herbert
Teddy Bear, for Galeria Kaufhof, to
commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the Deutsche Mark, 815 of 1500, in
original box with certificate, 1999
£60-80
A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear Blonde 42, exclusive for Vedes,
4873 of 6000, in original box, 1994 (no
certificate)
£50-80

Lot 582 to 652 - Antique and Vintage Dolls

15.
Three Isabelle Collection bears
exclusively for Charlie Bears, Peggy, 62
of 300 --9¼in. (23.5cm.) high; Puck and
Felicity, all with card tag certificates; and
an Isabelle Bear Studio Yorkshire terrier
with cotton bag
£80-120

13.

19.
Artist and Collector’s teddy
bears, a Jean Wolstenholme two-tone
pink teddy bear with grey ears --9in.
(23cm.) high; another signed AG on foot;
an Aurora Millennium bear and four
others
£40-60

7.

Lot 545 to 581- Dolls' Houses and Chattels

2

4.

Three Dean’s Rag Book Co
artist teddy bear by Jill Baxter, a large
Paddiwack, 100 of 100 --29in. (73.5cm.)
high; Karina and Toffee Nose, all with tag
certificates
£100-150

14.
Three Dean’s Rag Book Co artist
teddy bears, Lisa Wills - Storm, 117
of 250 --19in. (48.5cm.) high and Gold
Digger; and Janet Clark Dickon, all with
tag certificates
£60-80
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Lot 14

3

33.

Three Robin Rive Gollies, all
with waistcoats and seam labels --16 ¼.
(41.5cm.) height of largest
£40-60

34.

20.

Ten Rare Bears by Jean
Wolsteholme, all jointed including a
panda, most with a card tag --16½in.
(42cm.) height of largest
£80-120

21.

Ten Rare Bears by Jean
Wolsteholme, all jointed including Tinker
with bells around neck --17in. (43cm.)
high, most with card tags
£80-120

22.

Five Gund Barton’s Creek
Collection teddy bears, the largest with
bells around neck --17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
all with card tags; and six Ganz Cottage
Collectibles bears, all with card tags
£60-80

27.

Three Robin Rive Gollies, in
felt waistcoats with seam labels --17½in.
(44.5cm.) high
£50-80

Six Merrythought Gollies,
limited edition Minstrel Golly with white
top hat and tag certificate --22in. (56cm.)
high; and five others including one with
brown face
£60-80

Three Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Joshua with card tag
--14¼in. (39cm.) high; and two other with
seam labels, all in waistcoats
£50-80

Three Hansa soft toys, a
koala, polar bear --13in. (33cm.) high
and orangutan, all with card tags; a
Merrythought leopard cub; other soft
toys and two vintage bears
£30-50

A Merrythought Ritzy Golly,
limited edition 11 of 12, in original box
with certificate --14½in. (37cm.) high;
black and white Nursery set, in box; four
limited edition Bepo Clown Golly, Tobias
Jointed Golly, Jazz and Kentucky Minstrel,
all with tag certificates and two others
£100-150

40.

Six Harris Tweed Collection
Gollies, their bodies made from black
Harris Tweed, three jointed examples and
three with hinged limbs, all in original
clothes with seam labels and one with
card tag --22in. (56cm.) height of largest
£60-80

41.

Three Robin Rive Gollies,
limited editions Zizi and Caleb with card
tags --14½in. (37cm.) high and another
with seam
£50-80

31.

Six Canterbury Bears Gollies,
four with leather faces, swivel heads and
jointed limbs --17in. (43cm.) height of
largest; and two unjointed examples, all
with seam tags and two with card
£50-80

Three Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Ernie with card tag --9¼in.
(23.5cm.) high; and two others with seam
labels
£50-80

32.

Three Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Curtis with card tag --16in.
(40.5cm.) high; and two others with seam
labels, all in plaid jackets
£50-80
Lot 33

42.
36.

Eleven Merrythought Gollies,
some limited editions, four with musical
instruments --19in. (48.5cm.) height of
largest
£100-150

Thirteen Far-Eastern
manufactured Gollies, unjointed, one
seated on swing and one with resin head
--33in. (84cm.) height of largest
£40-60

44.

Three artist Gollies, two Little
Bloomers, one with card tag --11 3/4in.
(30cm.) high; and another by Bocs
Teganau
£60-80

45.

Three Elizabeth Lloyd Cupboard
Bears Gollies, all one of a kind, Wally,
Tucker and Morgan with tag certificates
--15½in. (39cm.) high
£80-120

51.
Three artist Gollies, two jointed
Huggy Bears Gollies --14½in. (37cm.)
high; and a Petals Original Untidy Golly
by Elaine Goodhand
£40-60

46.

52.
Nine recently manufactured
Gollies, all unjointed including a
Rosebine Golly in multi-coloured trousers
--25in. (63.5cm.) high; and a leatherette
faced Golly
£40-60

Six artist Gollies, with plush
bodies including a D’Bears by Debra
Bedwell --11in. (28cm.) high; a Teddies
from Bearyland Georgy Pordy by Tracey H
Fisher; a Honey Hill Bear; and a Bear Den
Hollow by Barbara A Troxel
£70-100

47.

Six small artist Gollies, a
Mawspaws Winston by Maureen Batt
--7½in. (19cm.) high; a Buff n’ Co Giles; an
egg shaped long-legged chap; a Vagabond
Bear by Romy Roeder; and two badge
heads
£70-100

48.

Four small artist Gollies, a
jointed Rolly by Linda Davie --9in. (23cm.)
high; a long legged chap with red boots;
and two others
£40-60

37.

Ten Merrythought Gollies,
limited edition Tuneful Golly with tag
certificate --15½in. (39.5cm.) high; and
others, some limited editions without
tags
£100-150

Lot 38

43.

Six miniature artist Gollies, an
Elizabeth Lloyd Thomas --5in. (12.5cm.)
high; two Gill’s Gollies; a Buff n’ Co Nobby
and two others
£80-120

26.

Two large Robin Rive Gollies,
both in waistcoats, jointed limbs and
swivel heads with seam labels --25in.
(63.5cm.) high
£50-80
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A Steiff and two Hermann
Gollies, a Steiff limited edition for Dolly
Land Golly, 1494 of 1500 (no box or
certificates); and two unjointed Hermann
Gollies, one with card tags
£50-80

35.

30.

25.
Three small Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Rastus --9in. (23cm.) high
and George with card tags; and another
with seam label
£50-80

39.

Three Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Boysie with card tags
--16½in. (42cm.) high; and two other with
seam labels, all in pullovers
£50-80

29.

50.
Five artist Gollies, Dennis by
Heather Jayne --13¾in. (35cm.) high; a
Golly Beargére; a Nessa Jay Gilbert; a B.
A. Bears Golly and another
£50-80

Twelve Dean’s Rag Book
Gollies, a Century Year Good Golly with
card tag --13½in. (34.5cm.) high; a Jack
in the box; two jointed and a Wee Jock
McGolly, all with seam labels
£100-150

28.

23.

24.
Four small Robin Rive Gollies,
limited edition Tiny Tim with card tags
--7¼in. (18.5cm.) high; and three others
with seam labels
£50-80

38.
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53.
Five artist Gollies, two The
Bears of Haworth Cottage jointed Gollies
--13in. (33cm.) high; a Hayley Jayne; a
Mac and Pim by Susan van Nieuwkasteele
£50-80
54.
Seven artist or well homemade
Gollies, a Gooseberry Bush Bears Golly
with seam label --22in. (56cm.) high; a
jointed velvet Golly; a KimR Kreatures; a
Christina Harris; and three others
£60-80
55.
Twenty-eight artist and recent
craft-made small Gollies, including a The
Velvet Bean Bear Company --9in. (23cm.)
high; and a Treadles Golliwoggs, most
unjointed and most without labels
£80-100

49.

Five artist Gollies, a Barron
Bears Golli by Sharon Barron --18in.
(46cm.) high; a Nessa Jay Wolly Golly; and
three others
£50-80

56.
Fifteen artist and recent craftmade Gollies, including a Monabelle
Golly --11in. (28cm.) high; two Polly
Dollys; and an Orange Tree Toys
£50-80
5

57.
Eight artist Gollies, a Sue
Coupe musician Golly playing mandolin
--13in. (33cm.) high; a Evelyn May; a
Gingerbread Bears Golly Longlegs; and
others
£70-100

70.

A Dean’s Rag Book Co Golly,
probably 1930s with cloth face and velvet
clothes --18in. (46cm.) high (wear and
replaced eyes); and a Merrythought
1950s felt Golly
£60-80

65.

Two 1930s British manufactured
Gollies, one with pressed felt face,
floating pupil googly plastic eyes, mohair
wig and original clothes --14½in. (37cm.)
high; and another with pressed cloth face
£50-80
A 1930s British cloth Golly,
probably Chad Valley with painted
mouth and nostrils --14in. (35.5cm.) high
(replaced wig and eyes, back seam open);
another British manufactured velvet
Golly; and a home-made example (some
wear)
£60-80

Seven Craftmartins Gollies,
with painted faces --23½in. (60cm.) high;
two jointed and the rest unjointed
£40-60

60.

An A J McGaham Golly and Bear
framed, called Buddies --19in. (48cm.)
wide; four framed prints of Gollies and
two mounted prints
£50-80

61.

Golly china and ephemera,
including Carltonware - Golly in top hat
--3½in. (9cm.) high and Florence K Upton
teapot; The Silver Crane Co - golfing Golly
teapot, salt & pepper and two egg cups;
Colour Box Gollies; a Pelham puppet and
other items
£50-80

62.
Sixty hand knitted Gollies, all
different designs and outfits --32in.
(82cm.) largest
£50-80

66.

Two 1930s home-made Gollies,
one of black cloth with linen button eyes,
stitched features and wool hair --16½in.
(42cm.) high; and another of stockinette
with boot button eyes (jacket probably
replaced)
£50-80

64.

Eight assorted Gollies, a 1960s
Golly in green --28in. (71cm.) high; a
similar in red jacket; a Southampton
footballer; and a Rosevine Golly
£40-60
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77.

84.

72.

Six home-made Gollies 19501960s, mainly made from commercial
patterns --22in. (56cm.) height of largest
£50-80

1960s and 1970s Gollies, a
large fun fur Golly with plastic eyes with
floating pupil --30in. (76cm.) high; a
Golly playing with plastic guitar; seven
manufactured and one homemade
£40-60

79.

Nine post-war home-made
Gollies, mainly 1960-1970s, the largest
--30½in. (77.5cm.) high
£40-60

80.

Seven various post-war Gollies,
two similar 1970s craft-made Gollies in
top hats --18in. (46cm.) high; three others
home-made and two manufactured
£40-60

Twelve manufactured Gollies
1950-1960s, including a Pedigree
--14½in. (37cm.) high; three by Dean’s
and others (some wear)
£40-60

69.

Nine home-made Gollies 19601980s, the largest --25in. (63.5cm.) high
£40-60

Lot 70

A Steiff limited edition Polar
Ted, 466 of 2000, in original box with
certificate, 2005
£60-80

85.

Four yellow tagged Steiff
toys, Sugar a cream teddy bear --16in.
(40.5cm.) high; two soft stuffed unjointed
elephants; and foal in original bag
£50-80

86.

Four Steiff bears, limited
editions - Knut Master Piece, 1196 of
3000, 2007; and Bamboo Teddyb. Panda,
92 of 1500, 2009; yellow tagged -Pummy
Panda and Rocky Teddy Bear (all with
some moth activity, please freeze again
on arrival)
£70-100

91.
Three Inge Bears miniature
artist teddy bears and one rabbit, LisaMari rabbit --3in. (7.5cm.) high; and three
others, two wearing rabbit slippers, all
with certificates (one missing lamb on
wheels)
£80-100
92.
Four Inge Bears miniature artist
teddy bears, John-Boy with wooden dog
on wheels --2½in. (6.5cm.) high and three
others with accessories and certificates
£80-100
93.
Four Inge Bears miniature artist
teddy bears, Shana with jointed rabbit
soft toy --2½in. (6.5cm.) high; and three
others, all with certificates (Johni missing
teddy)
£80-100

87.

Two Charlie Bears, Agatha
CB171608 --12in. (30.5cm.) high; and
Nellie CB171603, seam tag only
£30-50
A Steiff limited edition Dicky
Bear, 15106 of 20000, in original box
with plastic lid and certificate, 1985 (lid
damaged and discoloured)
£40-60

Five home-made Gollies 19501960s, mainly made from commercial
patterns --20½in. (52cm.) height of largest
and a knitted example
£50-80

68.

A Steiff limited edition black
Teddy Bear Replica 1961, 196 of 1961, in
original box with certificate, 2010 (a little
dusty)
£60-80

88.

67.

63.

Ten handmade Gollies, 1960 to
1970s --23in. (58.5cm.) height of largest
£40-60

83.

78.
71.

59.

Ten various post-war Gollies,
three large Gollies all with plastic floating
pupil googly eyes --26in. (66cm.) high; six
manufactured and a home-made Golly
£50-80
Twelve post-war manufactured
Gollies, a Dean’s Childsplay with seam
label --20in. (51cm.) high; a Wendy
Boston; a hand puppet and two rubber
squeak toys
£50-80

58.

Thirteen artist and recent
craft-made Gollies, including a Treadles
Golliwoggs long legged Golly --22in.
(56cm.) high; a Carole Penn Jubilee Goll;
and a KimB Kreative and others mainly
unlabelled (one with damage to back of
felt jacket)
£70-100

76.

94.
Four Inge Bears miniature artist
teddy bears, baby Barney --2in. (5cm.)
high and four other with certificates and
accessories
£80-100

89.
73.

Four home-made Gollies 19301940s, a velvet faced Golly with applied
features, brown fur hair and corduroy
jacket --16in. (40.5cm.) high; another
with black wool body and stitched white
eyebrows and nose; and two others
£80-120

81.

Eleven various Gollies, mainly
recently manufactured, the largest Polly
Dollys --24½in. (62cm.) high
£50-80

Four Inge Bears miniature
artist teddy bears, Trevor with toy chest
--2½in. (6.5cm.) high and three others, all
with certificate (two missing their teddy
bears)
£80-100

95.
Four miniature artist girl teddy
bears in hats, the largest Emily and
Baby Rose by Kelli Kilby with tag --4½in.
(11.5cm.) high; another by Kelli Kiby; a
Theresa van Gundy and another
£70-100

74.

Ten manufactured Gollies
1950-1960s, the largest with velvet
face, plastic eyes with floating pupils and
internal chimes --19in. (48.5cm.) high; a
Chad Valley Chiltern with seam label and
others (one arm torn)
£50-80

75.

Nine various post-war Gollies,
four home-made --21½in. (54.5cm.)
height of largest; a small stockinette
Golly in green and red outfit and three
manufactured
£40-60
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90.
82.

A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear Ice, 1017 of 1500, in original box
with certificate, in original box, 2012
£60-80
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Four Inge Bears miniature artist
jointed rabbits, Liandi and Violet each
holding jointed rabbit soft toy --3in.
(7.5cm.) high; and two other, three with
certificates
£80-100

96.
Five miniature artist teddy
bears, a Wendy Bears Patch with card
tag -3½in. (9cm.) high; a Changle Bears; a
Georgie Bears and two others, one being
a brooch
£80-100
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97.

Two small artist teddy bears,
a Hazeley Bear Ponsonby --6in. (15cm.)
high; and a Bellinger Bear Co. Christian,
both with card tags
£60-80

98.

Three miniature artist teddy
bears, the largest Sparkle by Mystic
Bears --4in. (10cm.) high and Jasper by
Susan Gam, both with tags and another
£70-100

104.

Six miniature artist teddy bears,
a Bear All by Laura Unrau Cerenose
--2¾in. (7cm.) high and a Changle Bears
Splodge, both with card tags; a Jenea Ivey
bear and three others
£80-100

112.

Three small artist teddy bears,
a Personality Plus Bears Berkley by MaryAnn Hobman in knitted cardigan --7¾in.
(19.5cm.) high; a Peek-a-Boo Parker by
Debbi Peek, both with card tags; and
another with indistinctly signed label
£80-100

105.

Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, two The Hibernation Station
bears, one with blue bird --3½in. (9cm.)
high; three Nancy McNally; and three
others, all with tags
£100-120

106.

Eleven miniscule artist bears by
Tammy Paulick, all seated in an object
and with tags --1in. (2.5cm.) average
height of bear
£100-150

99.

Three small Cobweb Cottage
artist TeddyBears, Mabel Lucie holding
teddy bear --5½in. (14cm.) high;
Wibbelstatz and Shuppy, all with card
tags
£80-100

100.

Four Love Bears all Things
miniature teddy bears, by Slinko Bishop,
three pandas, the largest Nicole with cart
with two chicks and tag --3½in. (9cm.)
high; and a bear, three with heart tag
£80-100

101.

Four miniature artist teddy
bears, a Wendy Bears Bindy in dungarees
--4in. (10cm.) high; Parsley by Susan Gam
and a Cloth Ears Molly by Helen West, all
with card tags and a Nioka Bears
£80-100

Eleven miniature teddy bears,
all jointed, a Rikki’s Bear --2in. (5cm.)
high; and ten others mostly unidentified
£80-100

108.

Three small artist teddy bears,
a Beatrix Bears Cheeky --6½in. (16.5cm.)
high; a Pipkins Bears Azalea and a
Hannelore Dabb Little Darling, all with
card tags
£70-100

109.

Four small artist teddy bears,
a Sugar Bears & Company Honey by
Katherine Millingar --6in. (15cm.) high; a
Teddies by Laura Lynn Jonathan; a Folie
Bears by Diana Carter and a Peek-a-Boo
Bears by Debbi Peek, al with card tags
£70-100

102.

Two Wendy Bears miniature
teddy bears, Milly in knitted dressing
gown and cap --4in. (10cm.) high and
Alfie, both with card tags; and an
unidentified smaller bear
£70-100

119.

113.

Five dressed miniature artist
teddy bears, a BearlyThere Bears Emily
in knitted outfit by Lorraine Jones with
card tag --3in. (7.5cm.) high; a Bear Power
World of Miniature Bears with crochet
outfit and details written on pads; a
Hibernation Station bear; a Kimbearleys
and another indistinctly signed labels
£80-100

Six miniature artist teddy bears,
three Cobweb Cottage Teddy bears, all
with card tags --3½in. (9cm.) largest;
two Anabears with labels and another
unidentified
£100-150

Ten miniature artist teddy
bears, a Wee Bearin’s Annabel with
certificate --1¾in. (4.5cm.) high; a Nancy
McNally and other unidentified, in a
Medeleine’s mini Bears trunk and a
bucket
£100-150

103.

Two small Hazeley Bears artist
teddy bears, Jonty in duffle coat --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high; and Muzzy, both with card
tags
£80-100
8

Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, a Teddies by Theresa Summer
Days seated on a wooden tractor with
trailer --5¼in. (13.5cm.) long; Peppie by
Hank Tremblay with certificate; three by
Tammy Paulick; a Mindi L Koudelka, all
with tags and two others
£100-120

124.

Five miniature dressed artist
teddy bears, a Madeline mini Bears Oldie
in waistcoat --4in. (10cm.) high; a Bearly
There Bears; a KimBearleys; and a Wendy
Bears with card tags;; and another with
‘Will work for hugs and honey’ sign
£80-100

125.

Five miniature artist teddy
bears and a seal, a The Hibernation
Station Mary Jane --2in. (5cm.) high; four
others, two with indistinct tags and a seal
pup
£70-100

Three crochet miniature artist
teddy bears, a Thready Bears Our Little
Knotheads girl panda --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
high and a small yellow bear; a white
Anabears bear; and a Tammy Paulick bear
in crochet outfit
£60-80

115.

Seven miniature artist teddy
bears, a white Love Bears All Things!
With red stitched nose --3in. (9cm.) high;
a Tammy Paulick bear; a Nancy McNally; a
The Hibernation Station; and three others
£80-100
Three small artist teddy bears,
a Cobweb Cottage TeddyBears Marla
with pink pomper and teddy bear --5in.
(12.5cm.) high; and a Bearsbymellisa
Passion, both with card tags; and another
with low hung elongated head
£70-100

129. Six miniature artist teddy
bears and a rabbit, a Threadteds in pink
slipper and head scarf --3½in. (9cm.) high;
a Bears by Genea; a The Hibernation
Station baseball player; one labelled NAS
and three others
£100-120
130. Seven miniature artist teddy
bears, two with ARB written on foot pad
--2¾in. (7cm.) high; a The Hibernation
Station bear; a Tammy Paulick and others
unidentified with a wooden chest
£80-120
131. Four miniature artist teddy
bears, a Bears by Susan Gam Becks
--4¼in. (10.5cm.) high; a Minikins Bears
Manhelm (missing his pal Munsey); and
a Bearly There Bears Martin, all with card
tags and another unidentified
£80-120
132. Four small artist teddy bears,
two Olsen Designs Spruce and Michael
--7in. (18cm.) high; a G-Rumpy Bears and
a Sugar Bears & Company, all with card
tags
£70-100

120.

Seven miniature artist teddy
bears, an Eiman Alawi bear in dungarees
and hat --3½in. (9cm.) high; a Georgie
Bears; a Love Bears all Things in dress; a
Tammy Paulick, all with tags; and three
others, one holding a jointed white puppy
£80-120

121.

126.

Three small Cobweb Cottage
artist Teddy Bears, Zinnie holding Golly
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) high; Budworth in blue
duffle coat and Nibbley, all with card tags
£80-100

Three small artist teddy bears
and a rabbit, a The Hibernation Station
grey rabbit --5in. (13cm.) high; a Hardy
Bears Stanton for Teddy Bears of Witney
by June Kendall; with tags and two others
£70-100

133. Six miniature artist teddy bears
and a rabbit, two Daugherty bears
--2¾in. (7cm.) high; an Inge Bears rabbit;
a Tammy Paulick; and others, six with tags
£100-120
134. Four miniature artist teddy
bears, Bear All Froozle --4in. (10cm.)
high and Whiznik by Laura Unrau, second
with certificate; and two The Hibernation
Station bears, all with tags
£80-100

127.

Three small Cobweb Cottage
artist Teddy Bears, Waif with pink
handbag --5¾in. (14.5cm.) high; Leenie;
and Rumpus with card tag
£80-100

111.

Ten miniature artist teddy bears
and animals, a pink jointed bunny --2in.
(5cm.) high; Huggle Bugs by Jenea Ivey; a
jointed and unjointed dog; a Thread Teds
with label and others unidentified
£100-150

123.

114.

116.

110.

Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, four by Tammy Paulick, all with
tags --2in. (5cm.) height of largest; Sam
by Heather Main; a Nancy McNally; an
Anabears and another unidentified
£100-120

118.

Three Hibernation Station by
Emma Barnett, including Polly Rag-AMuffin holding a teddy --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
high; and two other unidentified
£70-100

107.

117.

122.

Lot 117
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Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, five by Tammy Paulick, all
with tags --3in. (7.5cm.) largest; a The
Hibernation Station in pink skirt; and two
others
£100-120
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128.

Six miniature artist fluffy teddy
bears, an Ece Hanson Caleb with card
tag --3½in. (9cm.) high; the smallest by
Tammy Paulick; and four others
£100-120

135. Five Mini Bear Hugs miniature
artist teddy bears by Elman Alawi,
Midnight Practice playing banjo --4in.
(10cm.) high; three dressed as girls and
another, all with card tags
£100-120
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142.

Three artist teddy bears, a Bear
Faced Cheek Reggie by Lisa Davis --13in.
(33cm.) high; a Bears by TLC Clawson; and
a Nioka Bears Gomez, all with card tags
£60-80

143.

136.

Four miniature artist teddy
bears, a Bears by Susan Gam Albert --4in.
(10cm.) high; an Inge Bears Dwayne with
certificate (missing toy train); a World of
Miniature Bears and another, all with tags
£100-120

Three artist teddy bears, an
Oops! Pardon Me, Bears! Dibble --11½in.
(29cm.) high; a Brackenwood Bears; and
another with indistinct label
£60-80

144.

Three Olsen Design artist
teddy bears, Loki --12¼in. (31cm.) high;
Thomas in knitted hat; and Autumn in
yellow outfit, all with card tags
£60-80

137.

Six miniature artist teddy
bears, a Daugherty bear --4½in. (11cm.)
high; a The Hibernation Station bear;
three others, all with labels and another
unidentified
£80-100

150.

Three artist teddy bears, a
Bumble Bears with wooden tag --12in.
(30.5cm.) high; another bear dressed as a
hiker; and a Nita Schwenn bear with card
tag
£60-80

151.

Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, a Laura Unau Bobby Bird Watcher
with certificate --2½in. (6.5cm.) high; two
Tammy Paulick bears; a Mainly Bears, all
with tags; and four unidentified others
£100-120

152.

Six miniature artist teddy bears,
two Inge Bears, one with certificate
--3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; a The Hibernation
Station girl bear; another girl bear; a
Daugherty Bear and another unidentified
bear
£100-150

156.

Five miniature artist teddy
bears and a rabbit, a little girl bear in
pink dress with trunk of accessories
--2¼in.(5.5cm.) high; four others, two
with indistinct labels and a small white
rabbit
£100-120

157.

Five miniature artist teddy
bears, a Changle Bears Footsy --3½in.
(9cm.) high; a Starick Bears Little Edward,
both with card tags; a bear tagged NAS;
and two others
£100-120

158.

Three artist teddy bears in tea
cups, three Booh Bears - Katherine in pink
cup and saucer --4in. (10cm.) height of
bear; Caleb’s in blue and white cup and
saucer; and Jenny in duckling vase; and
an Errant Bears Coffee in cup
£60-80

139.

Eight tiny artist teddy bears,
an Anabears with bees applied --1¾in.
(4.5cm.) high; a Wee Bearin’s Betty Lou
with certificate; two others with labels
and four without
£100-150

140.

Six small artist teddy bears,
a Bears by Susan Gam Jade --5in.
(12.5cm.) high; a Teddies by Laura Lynn;
two Katherine Millingar Sugar Bears &
Company; and two Tiny Teds by Candice
Starnes, five with card tags
£120-180

145.

Four artist teddy bears, two
Elizabeth Lloyd bears, one dressed in blue
outfit --12in. (30.5cm.) high; an Issybears
Guthrie; all with card tags; and another
unidentified
£70-100

146.

Four artist teddy bears, a Loteni
Bears Bodney --9½in. (24cm.) high; a Bocs
Teganau; a Mary Holstad, all with card
tags; and another unidentified
£80-100

147.

Two artist teddy bears and
a dog, an Olsen Design bear --8½in.
(22cm.) high; and an Issybears Albie, both
with card tags; and a Mary Holstad dog
£60-80

154.

Nine miniature artist teddy
bear, a Tiny Teds Blossom with card tag
--2¼in. (6cm.) high; a The Hibernation
Station bear with label; another
unidentified with label; five others and
one tiny example
£100-120

Three miniature artist teddy
bears, a Minikins Bear in leather bag
--3in. (7.5cm.) high; a Tiny Teds by
Candice Starnes in antique leather bootie,
both with card tags; and a Bears by Dotty
in leather boot
£60-80

Four artist teddy bears, a Nita
Schwenn bear in hat --8in. (20.5cm.) high;
an Olsen Design; a Bunnylove bear; and
a Booh Bears with tea cup, all with card
tags
£80-100

160.

Eight miniature artist teddy
bears, a Bear All Blinkin by Laura Unrau
with card tag --2½in. (6.5cm.) high; two
Tammy Paulick; an Anabear and others
£100-120

166.

Nine miniature and tiny artist
teddy bears, three by Tammy Paulick
with tags --1½in. (4cm.) height of tallest;
two larger bears with ribbons in ears; and
four others, all unidentified and a ornate
perambulator
£100-120

167.
Lot 162

155.

Five miniature artist teddy
bears, two The Hibernation Station bears
--4½in. (11.5cm.) high; and three others
with indistinct labels
£100-120
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169. Five miniature artist teddy
bears and two animals, a Changle Bears
Sunny --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; an Inge Bears
rabbit; a Kelli Kilby; a Personality Plus
Bears and three others, most with tags
£100-120
170. A Daugherty miniature artist
teddy bear, wearing blue knitted scarf
with seam label --4in. (10cm.) high
£30-50
171. Four miniature artist teddy
bears, a Mini Bears Hugs Flora in chair
--2¼in. (6cm.) height of bear; a World of
Miniature Bears Special Angel; a Balfour
Bears; and another, the last three in
baskets
£70-100

Two miniature artist teddy bear
vignettes, a Little Bloomers bear in ‘Toy
Box’ --3½in. (9cm.) height of bear; and
Mini Bears Hug ‘Grannie Annie’, both with
card tags
£60-80

Four small artist teddy bears,
an Olsen Designs bear in red coat --5½in.
(14cm.) high; Romulus by Hank Tremblay
with certificate; a Peek-a-Boo Bear and
another indistinctly signed
£70-100

149.
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164.

159.

161.

Four artist teddy bears, three
Nita Schwenn bears each with an
embroidered flower of foot --7½in.
(19cm.) high; and a Hager Bears, all with
card tags
£80-100

Four Luxembears artist teddy
bears by Judi Paul, Jingle --15in. (38cm.)
high; and smaller Cricket and Belle, all
with tags; and a smaller with no label
£100-150

Six miniature artist teddy bears,
Get the Warm Fuzzies purple bear by
Lana Rickabaugh --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high;
a Georgie Bears; a Nancy McNally and
three others
£70-100

153.

Two miniature artist teddy
bears, a KimBearleys Teabag bear in tea
crate --3in. (9cm.) high; and another
unidentified carpenter bear
£50-80

168. Eleven miniature artist teddy
bears, a The Hibernation Station Jilly
Bean --2¼in. (6cm.) high; a Little Bits and
Bears Tea Time by Cheri Speri; a Dana’s
Miniature Garden Baby Panda Bibi with
certificate; and others including a Bears
by Dotty (her head joint has rusted
through and head now loose)
£80-100

163.

Four miniature artist teddy
bears, a Mini Bear Hugs Hank with model
and paper aeroplanes --3½in. (9cm.) high;
a sun bathing bear with white chair; and
two others unidentified
£60-80

148.

141.

Three miniature artist teddy
bear vignettes, Mini Bear Hugs - ‘Artist
Resting’ seated on a box with guitar and
‘Clumsy Molly’ a bear and cat with broken
jar --3½in. (9cm.) height of bear; and a
Bunnylove & Company Little Guitarist, all
with tags
£60-80

165.

138.

Three Inge Bears miniature
teddy bears, Buttons & Spud (dog) --4in.
(10cm.) high; Randi and Ronan with
certificates; and a Changle Bears Jabez
with tag
£100-150

162.

Three Cloth Ears small
artist teddy bears, Earl Grey with
teapot --4¾in. (12cm.) high; Snuffer
with candlestick; and Gullliver the
Carpetbagger; and an Oop! Pardon me,
Bears! Linus, three with card tags
£70-100

172. Five miniature artist teddy
bears, a Britt & Booh Bears Niclas’ and
JoJo’s and Booh Bear’s Annie both with
certificates --3½in. (9cm.) height of bear;
a Cloth Ears bear; and an Eiman Alawi
vignette bear seated on a book
£100-120
173. Nine miniature artist teddy
bears, all seated or lying in objects,
a NAS bear in leather stud box --2½in.
(6.5cm.) high; five by Tammy Paulick; and
others
£80-100
174. Seven miniature artist teddy
bears, all seated in objects, a Georgie
Bears in bath tub --2¾in. (7cm.) high; a
The Hibernation Station in boot; and six
others; and four other jointed miniature
bears
£80-100
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175.

Seven miniature artist teddy
bears, all seated in objects, three The
Hibernation Station bears --2¾in. (7cm.)
high; a Tammy Paulick and others
£80-100

183.

Three artist teddy bears, a
slender bear with swivel head, jointed
limbs and felt clown costume --12½in.
(32cm.) high; a red felt roly-poly clown
bear; a teddy bear with deer antler stuck
into his head and a jointed snowman
£30-50

189.

184.

190.

A Steiff limited edition for
Danbury Mint William & Catherine, the
Royal Wedding Teddy Bear, 2551 for the
year 2011, in original bag with certificate
£50-80

185.
176.

Nine miniature artist teddy
bears, all seated in objects, three The
Hibernation Station including a bear with
caterpillar in porcelain apple box --2½in.
(6cm.) high; and others
£80-100

A Steiff limited Yes/No Teddy
Bear, 796 of 1500, in original box with
certificate, 2010
£60-80

Ten miniature artist teddy
bears, all seated in objects, a Daugherty
lady bear dressed in pink and lace --4in.
(10cm.) high; a The Hibernation Station
Root Bear Float; and others
£100-120
Four modelled ‘clay’ teddy
bears by Sheila Sargeant, one sat on a
sofa with two cats --4in. (10cm.) wide;
and five other ornaments
£30-50

Carltonware Florence K Upton
Golly ceramics, a teapot --6¼in. (16cm.)
high; three mugs and six egg cups; and a
Singapore Toy Museum clockwork skiing
Golliwog in tin
£40-60

191.

A large quantity of resin Gollies,
including Peter Fagan, The House of
Valentina and Shudehill Giftware, some in
original boxes
£50-80

192. A large quantity of resin Gollies,
including Shudehill Giftware; Peter Fagan
and others, some in original boxes
£50-80

177.

178.

Robertson’s Golly items,
seventeen plaster Golly bandsmen; two
toast racks; six mugs; a collection of
thimbles in a house shelf; five unopened
tea towels; a Barratts plate; various
original empty jars and other items
£70-100

186.

Seven large Carltonware Golly
band, limited editions of 750, hand
painted and maker’s stamp on base
--7¾in. (19.5cm.) high
£70-100

182.

Three artist made animals, a
grey artificial silk plush donkey with
swivel head --5½in. (14cm.) high; a similar
jointed squirrel; and a seated mohair
rabbit with large ears
£50-80
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198.

204.

Ten vintage manufactured
Gollies, unjointed, mainly 1970s, the
largest --22in. (56cm.) high and smallest
--11in. (28cm.) high
£50-80

Three old Gollies, a Golly with
nose, probably 1910 with tight wool hair,
stitched mouth with bar teeth, unjointed,
probably re-dressed and new eyes --22in.
(56cm.) high; a homemade Golly from
popular pattern first produced in the
1930s; and a knitted Golly (body not
stuffed)
£70-100
A large Steiff limited edition
Teddy Bear 1906, reddish brown, 226 of
1906, in original box (no certificate, box
lid taped and chest tag creased)
£150-200

199.

Four large British post-war
Gollies, one with Chad Valley seam label
--28in. (71cm.) high; another similar (with
worn hair and missing facial features);
and two others
£60-80

Teddy Bears of Witney limited
edition teddy bears, Peter Bull’s
Theodore in chair with suitcase; and
Witney 2006 Bear with certificate
£60-80

206.

Seven British manufactured
Gollies, 1960-70s, including a Wendy
Boston with towelling body --12½in.
(32cm.) high; two Dean’s Rag Book and a
squeak toy (some slightly embellished)
£70-100

Steiff teddy bears, a limited
edition George, 325 of 2000 (no
certificate or bag); and five miniature
yellow tagged Steiff bears including one
red and one pale green
£70-100

Robertson’s Golly badges, two
old enamel Golly badges with Golden
Shred on white shirt; The Gollympic
Games special edition set of 2000, in
original book box; a European Cup Golly
200 Set; ninety-nine recent badges
with three Golly Brooch Collection felt
banners; Golly Band 200 set; Convention
pins and other items
£80-100

188.

A quantity of McDonald of
Leicester Golly ceramics, including a
coffee and tea pot, biscuit barrel, cups &
saucers, and other similar
£40-60

194.

Eight Merrythought recent
Gollies, including Joey Long Legs --22in.
(56cm.) high; some with tags (a few with
embellishments)
£80-120

195.

Modern manufactured Gollies,
thirty-three including an A & A Soft
Toy --24in. (61cm.) high; The House of
Valentia Cuddly Toys and DSN Production
£60-80

Five British post-war Gollies,
a Pedigree Golly with neck seam label
--24in. (61cm.) high; another probably
Chad Valley, an all felt example and two
others, some repairs
£60-80

211. Sixteen miniature teddy bears,
including a Poppa Pawsonality Bears by
Louise Peers --3in. (7.5cm.) high; a Gund;
two Sunkid; and others
£70-100

Twelve various Gollies, mainly
post-war unjointed British; a knitted
example, a few probably Chad Valley
and some halfway through repair --20in.
(51cm.) largest
£50-80
Lot 203

Artist and modern
manufactured Gollies, an Evelyn M
Mitchell Miss Whoopie with label
--12½in. (32cm.) high; a The Bears
of Haworth Cottage jointed Golly; an
Elizabeth Hart with wooden head; and
seven others
£70-100
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212. Eight artist teddy bears, the
largest an Oldacre Bears Sasha --16in.
(40.5cm.) high; a pink Nobility Bears; a
Little Treasure; a Ninie Bears and a Bears
n’ Bears, all with card tags; and four other
with cloth tags
£80-100

207.

214. A Steiff limited edition ‘Happy’
1926 replica, 2697 of 6000, 1991 (no
box or certificate); a similar small yellow
tagged Steiff; and Dean’s Hardy
£50-80

208.

215. A Steiff limited edition Nimrod
Teddy, 3602 of 10,000, 1983; and a
reproduction Margarete Steiff Toys
enamel sign --19in. (48.5cm.) wide
£50-80

202.

196.
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210. Twelve miniature artist teddy
bears, including Bearily Pawsing --3½in.
(9cm.) high; a Yesterday’s Bear by Carol
Ashton; a Mo-Bair; and four tiny bears;
and a white metal jointed teddy bear
charm
£100-150

213. German collector’s teddy bears,
two Hermann Teddy Originals with plastic
tag --12½in. (32cm.) largest; and two
Clemens teddy bears
£40-60

201.

187.

209. Five small artist teddy bears,
two Bears n’ Bears; Bears by Lorna; Bears
on the Green; and Hardy Bears --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high, all with tags
£70-100

205.

200.

180.

Various collector’s teddy bears,
Brian a Buddy Bear by Lynne Cameron
--13in. (33cm.) high; a Russ Bancroft;
a Merrythought Hope; a Golden Bear
The Snowman; and nine unjointed
manufactured bears
£30-50

203.

Dean’s Rag Book recent Gollies,
limited editions Bicycle Club Golly
--14½in. (37cm.) high; five other factory
assembled; and two Mr Golly printed
sheets, one well assembled
£70-100

A Steiff limited edition Phantom
of the Opera teddy bear, 1957 of 2000,
in original box with certificate, 2007
£70-100

181.

A quantity of Golly
memorabilia, including a De La Rue
Golliwogg A Round Game, in original box;
a Robertson retail box of Golly Strawberry
Jam Fruit Fun Erasers; an umbrella with
wooden Golly handle; a set of five castmetal Gollies; painted wooden Gollies;
t-shirt; and books
£50-80

193.

179.

A Merrythought limited edition
Bedtime Cheeky teddy bear, and
another Merrythought teddy bear --17in.
(43cm.) high
£50-80

197.

Merrythought limited edition
teddy bears, a Cheeky Little Alfonzo, 126
of 2000, Alpha Farnell Toffee, 236 of 750;
and a Cheeky Trick or Treat
£60-80
Five small artist teddy bears, a
Hazeley Bears Nooky with tags --7½in.
(19cm.) high; an Ann’s Little Brown Bears
Calloway; a Teddies from Bearyland; a
Micha Bears; and a Fieldfayre Bears, with
tags
£80-100

216. Various collector’s teddy bears,
Merrythought - an exclusive bear for
Dollyland --14½in. (37cm.) high and a
replica two teddy bears in bed nightdress
case; two Canterbury Bears; a Dakin Bald
Eagle; and another bear
£50-80
13

220.

231.

Three Marcia Sibol Bear artist
teddy bears, the largest Cinnamon, 1990
--17in. (43cm.) high, Fairchild and Percy,
all with card tags
£60-80

Four Bear Elegance Exclusives
artist teddy bears by Joan Woessner
(USA), pink Anna Marie --14½in. (37cm.)
high; Butterscotch and Candy Kisses
Lemon Meringue, all with card tags and
another with no tags
£80-100

221.
The Artist Bear Collection of Margaret and
Gerry Grey of Margaret & Gerry Grey’s Teddy
Bear Shop (Est.1984)

Four Bear Elegance Exclusives
artist teddy bears by Joan Woessner
(USA), Sidney, Tucker and Scruffy, all
with card tags --12½in. (32cm.) high; and
another (no tags or labels)
£70-100

217.

Four Naomi Laight teddy bears,
a beige wool plush bear in blue jumper,
circa 1985 --11½in. (29cm.) high; and
three other jointed bears, one with card
label
£50-80

226.

232.

Two A Bear With a Heart artist
teddy bears by Diana Gard (USA), red
and green Bearushka with card tags, 1989
and 1992 --21in. (53.5cm.) high
£60-80

223.
Three Marcia Sibol Bear white
artist teddy bears (USA), the largest
Dearhart, 29/30, 1992 --18in. (46cm.)
high, Fitzwilly and Winky Poo, all with
labels
£70-100

Three jointed Gund teddy bears,
a dusty violet Gabrielle in knitted jumper
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; a white Elizabeth
and brown William Bearkin, all with card
tags
£60-80

227.

A Stier Bears artist teddy bear
by Kathleen Wallace (USA), Old Friend’,
one of a kind with doll and card tag
--18½in. (47cm.) high
£50-80

Six small Hermann teddy bears,
two limited edition No-No bears, one
black, on yellow card bases, a grey bear
and three golden bears, all with card tags
£50-80
Three Marcia Sibol Bear artist
dressed female teddy bears (USA),
Sample Bear for Master Class 1992 --14in.
(35.5cm.) high and Libby with card tags;
and a girl with toy boat (no card tag)
£70-100

Lot 220
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Four Bear Elegance Exclusives
artist female teddy bears by Joan
Woessner (USA), all with eye lashes
and lace collars, Boysonbeary, Bearita,
Millicent and Cranbeary, all with card tags
--14½in. (37cm.) height of largest
£80-120

240.

246. Three Bears-in-the Gruff artist
teddy bears by Betsy Reum (USA), the
largest ‘B’ --12½in. (32cm.) high; ‘Leaf’
and ‘Fiona’, al with card tags
£60-80

234.

Four Hermann limited edition
animals, elephant --4in. (10cm.) high,
monkey and two dogs, in original replica
colourful box with card tags
£40-60
Four Marcia Sibol Bear artist
teddy bears (USA), Hanky Poo --6¼in.
(16cm.) height of smallest and Fezzining,
both with tags and two others without
tags
£70-100

Four Gund jointed teddy
bears, a pale green Caroline in knitted
jumper --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a similar
Kimberley; Elizabeth and a boxed 100th
Anniversary bear
£80-100

230.

Five small Hermann teddy
bears, all golden or blonde mohair, three
with card tags --7in. (17.5cm.) height of
largest
£50-80
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A Stier Bears artist teddy bear
by Kathleen Wallace (USA), Rust, with
leather collar and bells, card tag --24in.
(61cm.) high
£80-120
A Stier Bears artist teddy bear
by Kathleen Wallace (USA), white with
gold and cream ribbon and card tag
--20in. (51cm.) high
£60-80

241.

A large Gund Signature
Collection Dubeary teddy bear, limited
304 of 350, white and jointed with card
tag --26in. (66cm.) high
£40-60

229.

225.

239.

245. Three Bears-in-the Gruff artist
teddy bears by Betsy Reum (USA),
the largest ‘Nostalgia’ with picture pin
accessory --14in. (35.5cm.) high; ‘Krista’
and ‘Bloomin Bear’, all with card tags
£70-100

A large Gund Signature
Collection Blackbeard teddy bear,
limited edition 312 of 350, jointed with
tag --28in. (71cm.) high
£50-80

235.

228.

Five Billee’s Beasties artist
teddy bears by Billee Henderson (USA),
Naughty and Nice’ a one of a kind pair,
1993 with certificate; Rumpelstiltskin,
Cinderella and Hop Rory Tuffey cowboy
--9½in. (24cm.) high, all with card tags
£100-150

244. Three Mill Creek Creations
artist teddy bear Murphys by Rosalie
Frischmann (USA), the largest Murphy
No.26 in collar and tie, 1992 --23in.
(58.5cm.) high; a Mr Murphy No.29; and
Mini Murphy No.12, all with card tags
£60-80

233.

224.

219.

An unusual Stier Shakespeare
Bear artist teddy bear by Kathleen
Wallace (USA), sent as a personal gift
to Jerry and Margret Grey, in original
clothes with note from Kathleen tucked
into trousers, 1993 --20½in. (52cm.) high
£80-120

A Jeanie Major artist teddy
bear Country Ann and Andy, inspired
by Raggedy Ann and Andy, jointed with
floppy legs and Andy with card tag
--15½in. (39.5cm.) high
£60-80

222.

218.

238.

An E Willoughby Bear Company
artist Lady Jane Grey teddy bear (USA),
by Anne E Cranshaw, 1 of 1 with card tag
--15in. (38cm.) high
£50-80

242.
236.

A Dany-Bären Original artist
teddy bear by Daniela-Rebekka Melse,
Marc, 1 of 1 with card tag, 1999 --18in.
(45.5cm.) high
£50-80

237.

A Dany-Bären Original artist
teddy bear by Daniela-Rebekka Melse,
Joey, 1 of 1 with card tag, 1999 --19½in.
(49.5cm.) high
£50-80
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A large Gund Signature
Collection Bearbushka teddy bear,
limited 478 of 500, brown and jointed
with card tag --26in. (66cm.) high
£40-60

243.

A large Gund limited edition
Thaddeus Gold teddy bear, 332 of 375
with card tag and certificate --25in.
(63.5cm.) high
£40-60

247. Two Jo Greeno artist teddy
bears, a ‘Miss Anna Bell’ designed for the
charity auction at Teddies of the World
with card tag, 1993 --15in. (38cm.) high;
and ‘The Artist’, seam tag only
£60-80
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248.

A Jo Greeno large artist teddy
bear Karl, a one of a kind design made
especially for Margaret & Gerry Grey
in red outfit, with card tag with a note
‘Thank you for your friendship’, 1993
--27in. (68.5cm.) high
£40-60

254.

Two Roley Bear Company artist
teddy bears by Barbara Conley and
Tracey Roe, the largest --22in. (56cm.)
high; and another smaller, both with card
tags, 1993 and 1996
£70-100

259.

Two Celia’s Teddies artist teddy
bears by Celia Baham (USA), the largest
‘Jester’ --26in. (66cm.) high; and Pin
Cushion bear, both with card tags, 1993
£70-100

264.

Two American dressed artist
teddy bears, an Ena’s Collectibles roller
skating ‘Clown Bear’ --15¾in. (39.5cm.)
high; and E. Willoughby Bear Company by
Anne E. Cranshaw ‘Casco Bear’ with seal,
both with card tags
£40-60

270.

265.

271.

Three Mill Creek Creations
artist teddy bears by Rosalie Frischmann
(USA), the largest ‘Quentin’ --16in.
(41cm.) high; ‘Tyler’ and ‘Tucker’, all with
card tags
£70-100

Four Ena’s Collectibles artist
teddy bears by Ena Hammond (USA),
the largest wearing New York Jeans
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; ‘Vicky’; ‘Bearlinda’
and ‘Dori’, all with card tags
£50-80

A Jo Greeno large artist teddy
bear BFG, ‘The Big Friendly Giant with
a tummy full of Black Forest Gateaux’, 1
of 6 designed for the Greys with card tag
--22in. (56cm.) high
£40-60

273.

250.

251.

Two Bears-in-the Gruff artist
teddy bears by Betsy Reum (USA), the
largest ‘Gardening Gimlet’ with watering
can --10in. (25.5cm.) high; and ‘Fiona’
with card tags
£40-60

Two Bears That Are Special
artist teddy bears by Pam Howells, a 1
of 4 with black tipped pink mohair with
card tag --18in. (46cm.) high; and another
holding muff and wearing ear muffs (no
card tag)
£40-60

272.

249.

Three Bears-in-the Gruff artist
teddy bears by Betsy Reum (USA), the
largest ‘Harvest’ with birdhouse --13½in.
(34cm.) high; ‘Celeste’ and ‘Star Angel’
with card tags
£60-80

Two Angelic Bears artist teddy
bears by Angela Whittam, a 1 of 1
‘Walter’ wearing cardigan with various
badges --22½in. (57cm.) high; and 1 of 1
‘Jennifer’ in red waistcoat, both with card
tags, 1995
£60-80

266.
255.

A Bear Country artist teddy bear
by Yoko, jointed wearing red Kimono with
wooden tag --20in. (51cm.) high
£30-50

256.

Three artist jester teddy bears,
two Bear Elegance Exclusives by Joan
Woessner, the largest with beard and
card tag --13in. (33cm.) high; and a
smaller with seam tag only; and a Bearly
There Company ‘Jerry’ by Linda Spiegel
with card tag
£50-80

260.

Two Mill Creek Creations artist
teddy bears by Rosalie Frischmann
(USA), the largest Master Class ‘Bellman’
Sample Bear, 1992 --15in. (38cm.) high;
and ‘Buster II’, both with card tags
£50-80

261.

Two American dressed artist
teddy bears, an Ena’s Collectibles roller
skating ‘Clown Bear’ --15¾in. (39.5cm.)
high; and E. Willoughby Bear Company by
Anne E. Cranshaw ‘Casco Bear’ with seal,
both with card tags
£50-80

Three Furbelows artist teddy
bears by Dee Hockenberry (USA), a
‘Mr Bruin’ dressed in net outfit --13¾in.
(35cm.) high; ‘Violet’ and another, all
with card tags
£50-80

267.

Two American dressed artist
teddy bears, an Ena’s Collectibles roller
skating ‘Clown Bear’ --15¾in. (39.5cm.)
high; and E. Willoughby Bear Company by
Anne E. Cranshaw ‘Casco Bear’ with seal,
both with card tags
£40-60

A set of three The Nostalgia
Bear Co clown artist teddy bears by Sue
E Foskey, all with pointed hats, ruffs and
card tags --8in. (20.5cm.) high
£50-80
Stier Bears and Bear-S-Ence
artist teddy bears, a green Stier Bears
one of a kind by Kathleen Wallace
--14½in. (37cm.) high; and a Bear-”S”Ence ‘Emmett’ by Steve Schutt, both with
card tags
£60-80

268.

Small Steiff yellow tagged
teddy bears, the largest a Petsy --6¾in.
(17cm.) high; a Lucky Chimney Sweep;
five miniature bears and two bear head
brooches
£50-80
Two Mac Animals artist teddy
bears by Mac Pohlen (USA), the largest
white ‘Melli’, 1991 --13in. (33cm.) high;
and ‘Little Salty’, both with card tags
£50-80

252.

253.

Two Jo Greeno artist teddy
bears, a ‘Mariette’, 1 of 6 designed
especially for Margaret & Jerry Grey, 1994
--15in. (38cm.) high; and ‘Joey’, made
for the first British Bear Artist Awards
with card tag and note ‘Dear Gerry &
Margaret, Thanks for your friendship &
encouragement, best wishes Jo & Rog’
£50-80
16

257.

Three Bear Elegance Exclusives
artist teddy bears by Joan Woessner
(USA), the largest ‘Co Co Puff’ --14½in.
(37cm.) high; ‘Carmel’ and ‘Pink Chablis’
with card tags
£60-80

262.

258.

263.

Three Marcia Sibol Bear artist
teddy bears, the largest ‘Jester’ Master
Class Sample Bear, 1992 --16in. (40.5cm.)
high; ‘Rosebud’ and another, the first two
with card tags
£50-80

Three Mill Creek Creations
artist teddy bears and rabbit by Rosalie
Frischmann (USA), the largest ‘Charlie’
rabbit --15½in. (39.5cm.) high; ‘Arthur’
and ‘Little Bitsy Bear’, all with card tags
£70-100
Four Carol-Lynn Rossel Waugh
artist teddy bears (USA), the largest
--20in. (51cm.)high, all with signed golden
heart and seam label
£80-100
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

277. Three artist teddy bears, the
largest ‘Jeramiah’ by Margaret Hathway
Tibbs --16½in. (42cm.) high; ‘Roland’ by
Maddie Janes Original Bears; and ‘Luke’
Wimblebury Bears by Stephen & Lyn
Phillips, all with card tags
£60-80

274.

275.
A Jo Greeno red artist teddy
bear Hartley Valentine, designed for
Second Roadshow with card tag, 1994 -16in. (41cm.) high
£30-50

276. Bear-S-Ence Eaton artist teddy
bears by Steve Schutt, the largest with
bear on wheels and book --20½in.
(52cm.) high; and four small from an
edition of 25, all with card tags, 1991
£100-150

Lot 280

269.

Two Bear with Me artist bears
by Lynda Graves, a ‘Rory’, 1 of 2 with
starched collar, 1993 --22in. (56cm.) high;
and another paler example with hat and
basket, both with card tags
£70-100

w w w.special auct ionservices.com

278. Two Teddystyle artist teddy
bears by Janet Clark, the largest ‘Sophie’
donated for auction at ‘Teddies of the
World 1993’, 1 of 1 holding a rabbit
--22in. (56cm.) high; and ‘Jenny’, 1 of 6,
1994, both with card tags
£70-100
279. Two Teddystyle artist teddy
bears by Janet Clark, 1 of 1 ‘Poppy’
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; and 1 of 10
‘Harriet’, both with card tags
£50-80
280. Two dressed artist teddy bears,
a Teddystyle red bear by Janet Clark with
seam tag only --16in. (40.5cm.) high;
and a small Blossom Bears ‘Mignon’ by
Lindsey Dawson
£50-80
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288.

Four artist teddy bears, a
Fur Keeps by Shirley ‘Heidi’ by Shirley
Kromann --11½in. (29cm.) high; two
Applewood Lane by Joan Davis; and a
Billee’s Beasties, all with card tags
£50-80

289.
281.

Three Hug-a-Bear artist teddy
bears by Janet Reeves, the largest ‘Miss
Hildegard’ wearing hat, glasses and fur
stole --17 in. (43cm.) high; ‘Bart’ and
‘Garnet’, all with card tags
£70-100

282.

Three Bear with Me artist teddy
bears by Lynda Graves, one of a kind
‘Spring’, 1993 --15½in. (39.5cm.) high;
‘Amelia’ and ‘Nutmeg’, all with card tags
£60-80

Five small artist teddy bears,
the largest a Beechfield Bears by Jean
Jamieson --10in. (25.5cm.) high; a Jane
Humme; a Crafty Bears ‘Sammy’; a
Doebie Bear and a Judine ‘Jimmy’ from
Australia, all with card tags
£50-80

294.

Three miniature artist teddy
bears, two by Kathryn M Riley - ‘Amelia’
--3in. (7.5cm.) high and ‘Wilbur’, both
with Bearth Certificates, 1992; and a
Ballard Baines Bear Co ‘Goldsmith’ with
card tag
£60-80
Two Pawsonality Bears
miniature artist teddy bears by Louise
Peers, both ‘Ice Crystal’, 1 and 9 of 15
ice skating bears with tags, 1993 --3½in.
(9cm.) high
£50-80

Seven North American Bear Co
Inc miniature Muffy Plum Fairy teddy
bears, designed by Chu-Ming Wu, limited
editions of 1000, in original plastic boxes
--3¼in. (8.5cm.) high
£70-100

301.

Three miniature artist
teddy bears, two by Louise Peers - a
Pawsonality Bears ‘Gramps’. 1994
--3½in. (9cm.) high and Miniature Bears
‘Grannie’; and a ‘Bella’ by Sally Lambert,
all with card tags
£60-80

302.

296.

284.

Four small artist teddy bears,
two by Rose & Pric Policky ‘Lars’ the
polar bear, 1989 and ‘Astor Longfellow’,
1988; a Bear Elegance Exclusive by Joan
Woessner, all three with tags and a Sue
Lain bear dressed for Christmas
£50-80

286.

Two Bear in the Woods artist
teddy bears by Diane Sherman-Turbarg,
both with card tags --11½in. (28cm.) high;
a Celia’s Teddies and a Zucker Bears by
San Ramon both with seam tags
£50-80

291.

Three Deborah Canham
miniature artist teddy bears, a ‘Jester’,
2 of 50 --3½in. (9cm.) high; ‘Myrtle’
merbear; and Teddy Girl; and a Golly
Gosh, all with card tags
£60-80

292.

Four Brightmore miniature
artist teddy bears by Brenda Brightmore,
the largest ‘Thomas’ holding a pink bunny
--4¼in. (11cm.) high; ‘Minky’; ‘Nipper’
and ‘Timothy’, all with card tags
£40-60
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297.

Four miniature artist teddy
bears, two Calico Bears ‘Sammie’ by
Katherine Rabjohn with card tags and one
cloth bag --2½in. (6.5cm.) high; another
dressed bear labelled ‘Second Hand Rose’
and another unknown
£50-80

Two miniature artist clown
teddy bears, the largest --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
high; a teddy clown head brooch by Kelli
Kilby; a tiny jointed white bear; and seven
pipe-cleaner bears
£60-80

303.

Three small artist teddy bears
and rabbit, two Applewood Lane ‘Lester
the Farmer’ --5in. (13cm.) high; and ‘Jules
the Jester’; and a Rowley Bear Co ‘Pinki’
rabbit, all with card tags
£50-80

Two Louise Peers artist teddy
bears, a Pawsonality Bear ‘Edward the
Engine Driver’ with wooden train, 1 of 1,
1993 --4½in. (11.5cm.) long; and ‘Party
Time’, with card tags
£50-80

299.
293.

Four Pawsonality Bears
miniature artist teddy bears by Louise
Peers, a pair ‘Sophie and Sam’ riding a
tricycle --2½in. (6.5cm.) high; ‘Oliver’ and
‘Ginger’ with card tags
£50-80

Three Fairy Chuckle miniature
artist teddy bears by Michiyo Takahashi,
a white bear looking at three snails
mounted on a wooden base --7½in.
(19cm.) wide; another wearing a ladybird
hat in plastic heart shaped case and
another with wings, all with card tags
£70-100

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

A Steiner limited edition Siggi
teddy bear, 1 of 1000 with tag certificate
and cloth bag --11in. (28cm.) high; and
three small Merrythought bears
£40-60

307.

Three Hermann teddy bears,
two limited editions, the largest --21in.
(53.5cm.) high and another black, both
with tag certificates; and a smaller golden
bear
£40-60

313. A Steiff limited edition
New Orleans Band, 454 of 1000, five
musicians comprising Teddy bear, catfish,
crocodile, pelican and shark with musical
New Orleans’s street scene playing
‘Sweet Georgia Brown’ with certificate,
2001 -- (79cm.) width of building (no box
or packaging)
£300-400
Antique and Vintage Teddy Bears and
Soft Toys

A Hermann limited edition chef
teddy bear, with a wooden spoon and
recipe for Bavarian applecake, in a plastic
box with tag certificate --12in. (30cm.)
high; a similar small girl teddy bear; and
two Clemens teddy bears with tags
£50-80

309.

A Forever Bears Pebbys
Miniature Molly Golly, with card tag
--3in. (7.5cm.) high; a Robin Rive Girlie
Golly with tag; and a Golly it’s Good bean
filled Golly
£40-50

310.

A large Gund Classic Pooh, with
‘hunny’ pot --19in. (48cm.) high; a Gund
Elizabeth in jumper; both with card tags;
and a North American Bear Co Hug
£50-80

311.

A Barbara Burbeck teddy bear
from the Buck Hill Collection, jointed
and white plush with large tag signed
by Rosemary Volpp --13½in. (34.5cm.)
high; and three Little Folk bears - James I,
James II and James III, all with card tags
£50-80

314.

A Farnell World War One
‘soldier’ teddy bear, with blonde mohair,
black glass pin head eyes, pipe-cleaner
ears, swivel head, pin jointed limbs, green
felt jacket with pink blanket stitched
edge, mother of pearl buttons, pale green
knitted trousers and dark green knitted
socks --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high
£250-350

312.

298.

287.

Four artist teddy bears, a Little
Charmers ‘Gordon’ by Penny Chalmers
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; a Mulga-Bill
Bears by Lynette Le Roy; a Susie’s Bears
‘Catherine’ by Susan Rethoret; and a
Bearly there Inc by Linda Spiegel-Lohre,
all with card tags (the last with open
seam at top of leg)
£50-80

Three miniature artist teddy
bears, a Minkins ‘Flora’ gardening bear,
in a basket with accessories --2½in.
(6.5cm.) high; a Bear Elegance Exclusive
by Joan Woessner ‘Bearterfly’; and
‘Autumn’ by Louise Peers, all with card
tags
£60-80

306.

308.

290.

Three artist teddy bears, a Deb
Canham unjointed ‘Charlie Lollop’ --14in.
(35.5cm.) high; a Steffen Bears ‘Bothwell’
by Athans Steffen, both with card tags;
and a Crafty Bear by Shirley Latimer
£50-80

285.

Four miniature artist teddy
bears, two Buff ‘n’ Co ‘Bernard’ with
monkey --2¾in. (7cm.) high and ‘Amelia’;
an Everyday Hero’s ‘Fuzzie Clown’ by
Roger & Helen Morris; and ‘W.P. Bear’ by
Julie, all with card tags
£60-80

295.

283.

A Teddie Janes artist teddy bear
by Maddie Janes, Ride a Cock Horse with
seam tag only --12¾in. (32.5cm.) high;
and a Bournvillian Bears skiing bear by
Sue Peach with card tag
£50-80

300.

304.

Two small Brenda Dewey artist
teddy bears, one dressed in a sun wizard
outfit with resin sun --6½in. (16.5cm.)
high (one ray missing from sun); and
another similar covered in oak leaves and
acorns, both with plastic label
£60-80

305.

Three small artist teddy bears,
a Brenda Dewey star themed bear --5½in.
(14cm.) high; a Celia’s Teddies jester bear
with marotte; and a Wendy-Sue Bears
‘Fuzzy goes Visiting’ with card tag
£60-80
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

Various teddy bears, an
Australian Jakas Bear in leather hat --13in.
(33cm.) high; a Loganbeary (Australian)
dralon jointed bear; a Paddington type;
a Gabrielle Design Albert with card tag;
a Canterbury Dressing Gown Bear; a
Brenda Brightmore and Wendy Boston
£50-80
Lot 313

315. A Farnell World War One
‘soldier’ teddy bear, with blonde mohair,
pipe-cleaner ears, swivel head and pinjointed limbs --3½in. (9cm.) high (missing
eyes and wear)
£150-200
316. A Farnell World War One
‘soldier’ monkey, with blonde mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown
painted backs, felt face, hands and feet,
swivel head and pin-jointed limbs --5in.
(12.5cm.) high (hole to left side of face
and general wear)
£80-120
19

320.

317.

A Steiff miniature white mohair
teddy bear 1920s, with black boot
button eyes, brown stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and
FF underscored button in ear ---3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high (small bald spot to side of
head and general wear)
£200-300

A rare Schuco emerald green
mohair teddy bear perfume bottle
1930s, with rare gold jewelled eyes,
black painted metal framed glasses, black
stitched nose and mouth, metal framed
jointed body and removable head to
reveal glass bottle with glass stopper
--4¾in. (12cm.) high (bald spot to right
arm, some general wear and thinning,
fading)
£300-400

324.

A Schuco miniature Berlin teddy
bear 1950s, with brown mohair, black
metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, metal framed jointed
body, brass crown and red and white sash
--2¾in. (7cm.) high (slightly faded)
£60-80

325.

A Schuco miniature Berlin teddy
bear 1950s, with brown mohair, black
metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, metal framed jointed
body, brass crown and red and white
sash --2¾in. (7cm.) high (slight wear and
fading)
£50-80

326.

A Schuco Berlin teddy bear and
friends, the bear with brown mohair,
black pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed metal framed
body and brass crown --2¾in. (7cm.) high;
a Schuco Noah’s Ark lion; and a post-war
Steiff monkey with script button
£80-120

318.

A Schuco clockwork tumbling
teddy bear 1930s, with golden mohair,
black metal pin eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, metal
framed body with jointed legs, keywind
mechanism causing the bear to tumble
and a pink two piece suit --4¾in. (12cm.)
high (some wear and holes in hands, no
key but tested and currently working)
£200-300

329.

A rare Schuco monkey bicycle
handlebar clip late 1920s, with flocked
face, brown mohair head, white mohair
chin, jointed metal framed body with
integral navy and red felt clothes, felt
ears, hands and feet and remains of
metal clip between legs --4¾in. (12cm.)
high (some wear and thinning, body a
little squashed and clip missing piece that
goes around handle bar)
£50-80

330.

A rare Schuco white mohair
monkey with glasses late 1920s, with
flocked tinplate face, black painted fixed
metal framed glasses, felt ears, hands and
feet, metal framed jointed body --5in.
(12.5cm.) high (discoloured and some
wear, will probably clean up well)
£80-120

321.

327.
A Schuco clockwork tumbling
teddy bear 1930s, with golden mohair
head, black metal pin eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, metal framed body
with integral blue and yellow felt outfit,
jointed legs and keywind mechanism
causing the bear to tumble--4in. (10cm.)
high (ears possibly replaced with felt,
slight wear and discoloured, no key but
tested and currently working)
£200-300

Lot 320

A Schuco miniature Janus teddy
bear 1950s, with dark golden mohair,
jointed metal framed body with two
faced head, one side with metal pin eyes
and black stitched nose and mouth, the
reverse with comic face with sticking out
tongue and knob to swivel head between
legs --3½in. (9cm.) high (slight wear)
£150-200

322.

A rare World War One Farnell
red mohair ‘soldier’ teddy bear, with one
clear and black glass eyes, pipe-cleaner
ears, swivel head and pin-jointed limbs
--3½in. (9cm.) high (bald back, left side of
front, back of left arm and back of head,
other general wear)
£150-200

323.

A Steiff miniature Teddy Baby,
probably 1930s with blonde mohair,
brown and black glass eyes, brown
stitched nose and mouth, velvet muzzle
and large feet, swivel head and jointed
limbs --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high (a few tiny
bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£80-120
20

335.

An early British teddy bear
1915-1920, with sparsely woven
blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump and
inoperative growler --14½in. (37cm.) high
(some thinning and wear)
£150-200

336.

A rare Schuco orange mohair
teddy bear 1930s, with black metal pin
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head and metal framed jointed
body --5in. (12.5cm.) high (head slightly
squashed to one side and slight wear)
£300-400

319.

334. A Norah Wellings 1930s
monkey, with brown wool plush, clear
and black glass eyes with brown backs,
velvet face, ear linings, hands and feet,
swivel head and long tail with black and
gold woven label --18½in. (47cm.) high
(some wear)
£30-50

331.

A rare Schuco bellhop monkey
flask late 1920s, with flocked tinplate
face, brown mohair head, white mohair
chin, jointed metal framed body with
red and black integral clothes, matching
hat, removable head which reveals glass
bottle with cork stopper and aluminium
cup --8¼in. (21cm.) high (slight wear,
thinning to brown mohair and metal
showing through slightly at hips)
£200-300

A 1920s German teddy bear,
with light golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ‘slottedin’ ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, slight hump and squeaks when
seated on surface --12¼in. (31cm.) high
(some thinning and wear)
£80-100

332.

A post-war Steiff Record Peter,
with brown mohair, red painted wooden
wheels and script button --10in. (25.5cm.)
high; a Steiff King Louie, 1979-82; and a
Charley Bears Pongo Skunk hand puppet
£100-150

328.

A Schuco teddy bear perfume
bottle 1930s, with golden mohair,
black pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, metal framed jointed body and
removable head revealing glass bottle
with cork stopper --5in. (12.5cm.) high (a
few small bald spots and general wear)
£150-200
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

333.

A German clockwork standing
monkey 1930s, with brown mohair,
pressed card face with brown and black
glass eyes, jointed arms, felt hands,
cardboard body, moulded feet with toes
and keywind mechanism causing him to
rock from side to side --9¾in. (25cm.)
high (slight wear)
£100-150
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

337.

A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads,
card lined feet and inoperative squeaker
--14½in. (37cm.) high (slight thinning and
pad restitched along right wrist)
£200-300

338. An early Chad Valley teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with light brown silky cloth pads, hump,
inoperative growler and rare pink map
of Britain celluloid covered label --19½in.
(49.5cm.) high (balding around base of
head and around eyes, general wear and
thinning)
£200-300
339. A good quality 1920s teddy
bear, probably British with blonde
mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
pounced clipped muzzle, restitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, card lined feet, hump
and large inoperative growler --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (bald areas to legs, general
wear and thinning, ears possibly reset
and split to feet pads)
£150-200
340. A post-war Chad Valley pink
mohair teddy bear, with orange and
black glass eye, black stitched round
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown painted cloth
pads and inoperative squeaker --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (needs a clean, fading and
thinning)
£60-80
341. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bears, the larger with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
cloth pads and inoperative squeaker
--21in. (53.5cm.) high (bald spots, general
wear and thinning); and a similar smaller
example (one foot pads damaged)
£70-100
21

342.

A 1930s teddy bear, probably
German with light golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and
inoperative growler --20½in. (52cm.) high
(pads replaced, a few bald spots, general
wear and thinning)
£50-80

Lot 347

349.

A very rare Steiff black mohair teddy
bear 1908-1910, with black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, original feet pads, hump,
inoperative growler and red ribbon --13½in.
(34cm.) high (hand pads replaced, torn around
left ankle, hole in right leg, bald left cheek
and other wear) - seen by some as the Holy
Grail of Steiff collecting, the black Steiff teddy
bear is highly sought after; perhaps the most
famous examples are those which are believed
to have been sold in the UK during 1912, in
response to the Titanic disaster; this example
is not one of those, but one of very few that
have appeared on the market over the last
40 years, which are believed to be a special
short order, a sample or just a quirk of the
production line from around 1908 to 1910.
£3000-5000

343.

Two post-war Merrythought
teddy bears, a teddy bear with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and
webbed hand claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and printed label
on foot --17½in. (44.5cm.) high (some
thinning and wear); and a Merrythought
Cheeky with white Reg Design label
(balding)
£70-100

344.

A 1930s Chiltern type teddy
bear, with light golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed
limbs --14¾in. (37.5cm.) high (balding,
wear and one ear half loose); and a larger
post-war British teddy bear (some general
wear)
£60-80

345.

Five assorted teddy bears,
comprising a small jointed Berg teddy
bear with heart on chest --5½in. (14cm.)
high; a German artificial silk plush bear
(wear); a Polish cotton plush bear; a
sheepskin bear and a post-war British
teddy bear with a new head!
£60-80

347.

An early Steiff centre-seam
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, seam down centre of forehead
to nose, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump, inoperative growler, FF
underscored button and recent sailor’s
suit --24in. (61cm.) high (two patched
holes in top of muzzle, balding to front,
hole in back of left ear, hole in tip of left
hand, pads with an old cover and brown
staining to chest)
£1500-2000

The private collection of Sue Pearson
Lots 350-385

353.

350.

An early Steiff black and brown
burlap dachshund 1905-1910, with black
boot button eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
legs, inoperative squeaker and original
leather collar -14in. (35.5cm.) long - from
the private collection of Sue Pearson
£300-400

352.

A Terrys-type seated puppy
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear
and black oily glass eyes with brown
painted backs, black stitched nose,
mouth and front claws and swivel head
-8½in. (21.5cm.) high - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£70-100

348.
346.

An early small Steiff teddy
bear circa 1910, with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, felt feet pads only,
hump, inoperative side squeaker and FF
underscored button --8in. (20.5cm.) high
(a thin bald strip across forehead, slight
general wear and small holes to pads)
£400-500
22

An early Steiff small teddy bear,
with light golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs and hump with a
loose FF underscored button tied around
neck --5¼in. (13.5cm.) high (some wear
and thinning)
£300-400

351.

An unusual British black spotted
terrier probably Farnell 1930s, white
mohair with black tipped patches, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head and legs fixed in
a walking position -13½in. (34cm.) long this dog appears in an article written by
Sue for 200 Years of Childhood magazine
and comes with a copy - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£100-150
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 353

A rare Chad Valley googly-eyed
comic Pekinese dog probably from a
design by Chloe Preston, 1930s, of peach
velvet, large white, brown and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, black velvet muzzle, forehead
and back feet, red feet tongue, swivel
head, ears and tail trimmed with jagged
brown felt, original orange ribbon and
red and white woven label on foot -10in.
(25.5cm.) long (slight fading) - from the
private collection of Sue Pearson
£200-300

354.

An early German velvet tabby
cat 1905-1910, with black boot button
eyes, red stitched nose and mouth,
standing with cream velvet and black
painted stripes -8½in. (21.5cm.)
£100-150
Lot 355

w w w.special auct ionservices.com

355. An early Dean’s Rag Book Co
Tru-To Life printed tabby cat circa 1920,
clear and black glass eyes, Fluffidown
cloth, face with moulder details, remains
of whickers, standing on all fours, printed
maker’s details on underside, cork stuffed
and string around neck with bell
£200-300

356. An unusual British toy cat
with chimes probably Steevans 19151920, with pink mohair head and hands,
crossed facial seams, clear and black glass
eyes with pale green paint backs, pink
stitched nose and mouth, head stitched
on, unusual dark green tipped light
green mohair with black backing cloth
and internal chimes -8½in. (21.5cm.)
high (pink mohair discoloured and
some general wear) - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£100-150
23

359.

357.

A rare Einco Kwacky-Wack
comic duck circa 1915, with yellow
mohair crossed seamed head, white,
brown and black googly opaque glass
eyes, large orange felt beak, swivel
head, rotund body with integral clothes,
small mohair wings and tail and carded
brown velvet shoes with buckles -8½in.
(21.5cm.) high (trousers re-covered,
balding head, patch to beak and missing
beret) - from the private collection of Sue
Pearson
£100-150

358.

A rare Einco Squawk-a-Boo
bright blue mohair comic bird 1920s
designed by Chloe Preston, unusual
yellow and black googly opaque glass
eyes, purple mohair forehead flash,
swivel head, orange felt beak and feet
with black stitched detail and small wings
with black mohair trim -8in. (20cm.) high
(very slight thinning) - this bird appears in
an article written by Sue Pearson for 200
Years of Childhood magazine and comes
with a copy
£200-300
Lot 359

24

A rare Harwin World War One
felt Ally Scottish infantryman, with
black boot button eyes, painted ginger
hair, eyebrows and mouth, large nosed,
jointed limbs, integral khaki felt jacket
and undershorts, oil-cloth boots, khaki
felt spats, tartan socks and kilt, balding
sporran and a matched Glengarry -14in.
(36cm.) high (small repair to chest) - from
the private collection of Sue Pearson
£300-400

364.

362.

A rare German red mohair
teddy bear 1910-1920, with black boot
button eyes, small pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
five claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
red felt pads, growler and slight hump
-15in. (38cm.) high (one hand pad expertly
replaced and slight wear to other pads) this bear appears in an article written by
Sue Pearson for 200 Years of Childhood
magazine and comes with a copy
£400-600

360.

An unusual early German felt
and mohair fat Dutch boy possibly
Steiff or a Strunz copy, circa 1910, felt
face with central seam, blue and black
glass eyes, stitched nostrils and mouth,
ginger mohair wig, fixed neck, jointed
arms with felt hands, integral mohair
red shirt, white belt and black trousers,
stitched collar, black boot button buttons,
red mohair cap and replaced felt shoes
-12¼in. (31cm.) long (slight wear, minor
moth nibbles around chin and a little
repair to fingers) - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£200-300

361.

A dressed German teddy bear
1910-1920, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, upturned clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
unusual pads made from the same mohair
as body, hump, inoperative growler,
beautifully dressed in grey knitted jumper,
grey cotton trousers and cap, leather
boots and three badges -14½in. (37cm.)
high (some wear and thinning) - from the
private collection of Sue Pearson
£200-300

‘Joan’s Teddy Bear’ an early British teddy bear 1916, with golden mohair, replaced button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads, the feet pads card lined and narrow,
hump and inoperative growler —20in. (51cm.) high (some general wear) - Sue bought this bear directly from Joan Haggard, who had
owned him all her life. It comes with a lovely copy of a photograph of Joan seated with her bear and dolls, his history and various
correspondence from Joan to Sue - “A Teddy Bear from World War One - Teddy arrived quite unexpectedly, not for Christmas nor my
birthday, but on an ordinary September day in 1916. Opening the enormous parcel, and seeing his friendly face gazing up at me, I was
completely entranced and think of nothing else. My mother, who had other things on her mind, was glad of this for it was the day my
father was due to leave for active service abroad, and the splendid bear had been sent to me, in a timely and kindly gesture by the
Colonel of his Regiment. Teddy and I bonded immediately and we did everything together. My mother and I stayed for a while in East
Anglia, and when we were woken up at might by Zeppelin air raids, which were fairly frequent near the East Coast, he always took
cover with using the cellar so that I could spend my time reassuring him there was nothing to be afraid of. Two years later, when the
war over and my father had come home, I decided it was time for Teddy to marry and settle down. I chose my favourite doll for his
bride. Then I press-ganged the two little boys next door to help with the ceremony. One of them officiated as the vicar, wearing his shirt
back to front as a surplice and a black tie across his shoulders. His brother gave the bride away. Teddy proudly wore medal ribbons on
his chest and carried a minute ring specially made of gold wire to fit his bride’s tiny porcelain finger. The vicar valiantly stammered and
stumbled through the whole of the marriage service with great fortitude. Then the bride and groom were showered with home-made
confetti and driven away from their honeymoon in the dolls’ pram solemnly pushed by the ‘bride’s father’. After which the guests
enjoyed a superb wedding breakfast. As I grew older, I was encouraged to give away my toys to children less fortunate than myself.
One by one I bade farewell to my dolls, but nothing would have induced me to part with my bear. He lived through the Second World
War with me, still wearing his First World War medal ribbons. We were bombed again, more frequently and severely this time, but
fortunately neither of us came to any harm. Now that Teddy has retired to civilian life he no longer wears his ribbons, but sports a blue
satin cravat which also serves to support his slightly dropping head. It is 82 years since we first met. We are both slightly worse for wear
but still together, and happy to be so. Joan Haggard, 24th January ’98” - from the private collection of Sue Pearson
£400-600

Lot 364

363.

‘Soldier Boy’ an early German
teddy bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, card lined feet, hump,
inoperative growler and copper and brass
bugle hung around neck -26½in. (67.5cm.)
high (pads repaired, thinning to chest,
slight general wear and nose/mouth
stitching expertly replaced) - when this
bear was being restored the two sheets
of newspaper were found scrunched up
inside the legs, both Birmingham Gazettes
dating from 1918. Amongst the many
reports there is an obituary for a Lance
Corporal William Broadfield of Ladywood,
Birmingham who died of his wounds on
9th August 1918; is it possible that this
bear has something to do with this family?
If only this bear could tell us. Soldier Boy
appears on page 136 of Miller’s ‘Teddy
Bears a Complete Collector’s Guide’ and
in the 1999 Diary and stars as January in
Sue’s 1999 calendar (the book, diary and
proof of calendar covers is included with
this lot) by Sue Pearson
£400-600

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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365.

‘Johnny’ Teddy Bear the childhood toy of Grace Tyler, an early German teddy bear in World War One uniform,
with golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, slight hump and detailed home-made khaki uniform jacket and cap —9¼in. (23.5cm.) high (slight wear,
slight darn to right cheek and neat repairs to pads) - a letter from Grace accompanies this bear “A small brown teddy bear
was sitting in a toy shop window in Torquay & seen there by a six year old girl who wanted him very much! But she had not
2/6 which was his price, a lot of money to her. But luckily, she was staying with a kind cousin, who heard about the lovely
Teddy and promptly produced the half-crown much to her mother’s dismay! So, she was taken the next day to the shop and
Johnny Teddy Bear came to his new home in Cornwall! He had 11 brothers & sisters and was never lonely again. They had
bear tea parties on the lawn and went climbing the rhododendron bushes with their owner and had many happy adventures.
Now he is 84 years old (believed to bought circa 1911) so he likes a quiet life and I am sure he will be happy!” Grace Tyler this bear appears in Sue Pearson’s A Collector’s Guide to Teddy Bears page 169 (and is sold with a German version of this
book), Sue’s 1997 diary and April 1996 calendar (and is sold with a copy of both), living through the 1st World War it was
very typical for a young girl to dress a bear in the uniform of her father or brother, but this exact information is not known.
£300-400

369.

A German teddy bear circa
1920, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, slight
hump, growler, white cotton and lace
dress with mother of pearl and rolled
gold Baby brooch, a wrist nosegay of
violets and a recent flower pot of artificial
violets -19in. (48.5cm.) high (feet pads
covered, general wear and thinning) - this
bear is known as Violet and appears on
page 171 of Bears and page 6 of Teddy
Bears (and is sold with an Italian version)
by Sue Pearson
£150-200

Lot 365

371.

‘George’ a Steiff cinnamon mohair teddy bear with an African provenance
1907-1908, with black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
growler and brown velvet sailor’s jacket -24½in. (62.5cm.) high (patched holes to
muzzle, bald areas, some going to slight holes, repaired right wrist, replaced hand
pads and repaired feet pads) - George was the childhood toy of German-born Augusta
(Gussy) in 1894; she married Donald and moved to Northern Rhodesia to work on
the new railway. They had four children Dick (1916), two unknown sisters and Lorna
(circa 1924); all four children played with George. The eldest child Dick married Lily
and moved to Bulawayo; he qualified as a pilot and flew Wellington bombers in World
War Two. Dick returned to the railways as an accountant and had four children, Ruth,
Margaret, Donald and Jeanne. George and Margaret met Queen Elizabeth the Queen
Mother in 1957, during a visit to her care centre (Margaret had cerebral palsy). Ruth
(third generation owner) moved to London in the early 1960s as a young adult and
George came with her. The story continues with a return to Africa where George lived
on the banks of the Zambezi for many years before a return to London to live with the
fourth generation before finding a new home with Sue - this bear appears in an article
written by Sue Pearson for 200 Years of Childhood magazine and comes with a copy
£1500-2000
Lot 371

368.

An early Ideal teddy bear
circa 1908, with golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, triangular shaped
swivel head with pronounced muzzle,
re-stitched black nose, mouth and five
claws, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, oil-cloth school satchel,
American flag and seated on a blue
painted wooden chair -12in. (30.5cm.)
high (bald areas, slight fraying to top of
muzzle, feet pads re-covered and hand
pads repaired) - this bear appears on
pages 95 and 97 of Bears by Sue Pearson
and her 1995 diary (and is sold with a
copy)
£200-300

Lot 369

370.

An early Strunz teddy bear
1908-1910, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and five
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, neatly replace felt pads, card lined
feet, rounded hump and inoperative
growler -25in. (63.5cm.) high (slight wear
and thinning) - this bear is known as Billy
Boy and comes with an endearing prerestoration photograph and appears in
an article written by Sue Pearson for 200
Years of Childhood magazine and comes
with a copy
£400-600

Lot 372

372.
366.

An English silver teddy bear
teething rattle, hallmarked Birmingham
1910, a seated bear on top of a mother
of pearl handle with internal bell —5in.
(13cm.) high- from the private collection
of Sue Pearson
£150-200

26

‘Fred Bear’ the childhood teddy bear of Joan Merritt, a German 1920s teddy bear with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and inoperative
growler -18in. (46cm.) high (darn to nose and right hand, general wear and thinning); complete with his wardrobe of navy wool
sailor’s suit with H.M.S. Scamp hat ribbon, an overcoat, an umbrella, a pair of striped white cotton pyjamas and a white cotton
beret - Joan (born circa 1916) was given Fred when she was in hospital aged 9, she died aged 92 (some time prior to 2008). Joan and
Fred were regular visitors to the London teddy bear fair (Hugglets) and they both always stopped and chatted to Sue; on her death
she gave specific instructions for all her special possessions and top of this list was Fred. Her instructions were to get Fred to Sue
Pearson, ‘she will look after him’; Fred comes with a letter to Sue from Joan’s niece outlining these details - this bear appears in an
article written by Sue for 200 Years of Childhood magazine and comes with a copy
£300-400

367.

An English silver teddy bear
teething ring, hallmarked Birmingham
1919, a seated bear with bells hung from
his ankles, suspended on an ivory ring
-3¾in. (9.5cm.) high - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£150-200
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376.
Lot 373

A small 1930s Invicta teddy
bear, with white artificial silk plush,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, pale brown stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with painted cloth pads, slight hump,
inoperative squeaker and two bells
hanging on a ribbon around his neck
-9in. (23cm.) high (slight wear and
fading) - this actual bear appears on page
36 of Miller’s Teddy Bears A Complete
Collector’s Guide by Sue Pearson and
comes with a copy of this book
£150-200

‘Small’ a German 1920s teddy
bear, with short golden mohair, black
painted tinplate eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
slotted in ears, jointed arms, pin-jointed
limbs, inoperative squeaker, knitted
jumper and cast-metal cracker charm
trumpet sewn to front -9½in. (24cm.)
high (some balding and thinning) - this
‘pin-up’ bear known as Small appears as
August 2000, July 2003 and October 2005
in Sue Pearson’s Calendars and is sold
with a copy of each
£60-80

Lot 380

381.

377.

373.

A rare Terrys teddy bear circa
1915, with golden mohair, clear and black
oily glass eyes with remains of reddish
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth, feet
claws and webbed hand claws, large
cupped ears, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, card lined feet, hump
and inoperative growler -19in. (48.5cm.)
high (slight general wear and thinning) from the private collection of Sue Pearson
£800-1000

374.

A Steevans jingling teddy
bear circa 1915, with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed padless
limbs, internal chimes and white cotton
jacket with an embroidered red A -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (fading, thinning and wear)
- this bear appears on page 64 of Miller’s
Teddy Bears A Complete Collector’s Guide
and page 81 of Bears by Sue Pearson and
comes with a copy of this book
£150-200

28

375.

A Steevans jingling teddy
bear circa 1915, with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed padless
limbs, internal chimes and white cotton
jacket with an embroidered red A -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (fading, thinning and wear)
- this bear appears on page 64 of Miller’s
Teddy Bears A Complete Collector’s Guide
and page 81 of Bears by Sue Pearson and
comes with a French copy of this book
£150-200

378.

A small German 1920s teddy
bear, with dark blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs,
inoperative squeaker, white cotton
nightdress, rose sprig printed dressing
gown and heart shaped locket -8½in.
(21.5cm.) high (pads re-covered and
some wear); and seated in a twig made
chair with a floral print cotton cover, circa
1910 - from the private collection of Sue
Pearson
£100-150

380.

‘Pricey’ a large and fine Farnell teddy bear circa 1920, with blonde mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of brown painted backs, black stitched nose,
smiling mouth, feet claws and webbed hand claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with large card lined feet, hump and inoperative growler -26in. (66cm.) high
(hand pads replaced, feet pads with old recover, very slight wear to muzzle and some
face stitching replaced); and is sold with a watercolour of Pricey in Sue’s garden signed
PW 92 - this beautiful bear is one of Sue’s earliest purchases and her favourite bear, his
unusual name Pricey, comes from Sue’s love of hunting around antique shops, in one
such shop she discovered this large Farnell with no price tag; asking the dealer how
much he was, he sucked his teeth and said ‘he’s pricey madam ‘ and the name stuck!
- Pricey, appears and is sold with, on the cover and page 6 of Miller’s Teddy Bears A
Complete Collector’s Guide by Sue Pearson, he also appears in two different 1997
calendars, a 1998 diary and a Dutch book. He also accompanied Sue on many trips and
TV programmes, the latest being with Alan Titchmarsh on ‘Masterpiece’ in 2017 an
antique quiz.
£1500-2000

Lot 379

‘Valentina’ the childhood teddy
bear of Doris Willis circa 1910, an early
Strunz teddy bear with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and five claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with replaced felt pads, card lined
feet, hump, inoperative growler, grey
dress with lace trim, underclothes and
leaf shaped ‘Mother’ brooch -23½in.
(60cm.) high (thinning and wear, a little
balding and black stitching replaced) - a
photograph of the original owner in later
life holding Valentina with a note ‘Mrs.
Doris Spooner, born in 1906 has had this
bear for 74 years. It was bought for her by
her father George Edward Willis who was
a fish carter on Grimsby Docks. The dress
and pinafore (no longer with her) were
made from alpaca dress material by her
grandmother’. This bear appears on page
7 of Miller’s Teddy Bears A Complete
Collector’s Guide by Sue Pearson (and is
sold with a copy) and pages 160 and 168
of Bears by Sue Pearson
£300-400
Lot 377

379.
Lot 376

Two rare small Farnell teddy
bears, an early example with golden
mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
souvenir photograph album charm
around neck, 1910-1915 -9in. (23cm.)
high (right arm expertly replaced); and
the other with blonde mohair, black flat
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
tinplate pocket watch charm around neck
-8½in. (21.5cm.) high (slight wear) - these
bears appear page 33 of Miller’s Teddy
Bears A Complete Collector’s Guide by
Sue Pearson by Sue Pearson
£500-800
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 378
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382.

‘The Three Musketeers’ the childhood toys of Esme Susan and David, ‘Old Ted’ an early Steiff Teddy Bear, circa 1907, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, replaced black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with replaced felt pads, hump, inoperative growler and FF underscored button -24in. (61cm.) high (three patches
to muzzles, bald and stained top of head, some balding to right arm and front, general wear); a late 1930s Alpha Farnell teddy bear
with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, re-stitched black nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
arms with oil-cloth pads and black stitching coming slightly onto pads, slight hump and inoperative squeaker -19in. (48.5cm.) high
(most of bear’s muzzle replaced, ears chewed and a few small bald spots); and ‘Wowie’ a British white terrier nightdress case with
black mohair ears with zipper down back - sold with two letters from Esme Arwall, a reprint of a photograph of Susan and the Steiff
bear when she was a toddler circa 1907, two photographs of Esme in later life with Teddy and Sue Pearson during the handing over
of the Three; a Christmas card sent to Old Ted from Esme later the same year - Old Ted was originally given to Susan who is seen
sitting with him in the photograph, sadly she died shortly after this photo was taken and then was looked after by Esme who was
born in 1909. She grew up in the Liverpool area and Old Ted was a lifelong companion. Even during World War Two, when Liverpool
was heavily bombed, Old Ted was a great comfort for the frightened children in the shelter. It was during World War Two that the
Farnell and Wowie were added to the group, Esme’s neighbour David was called up and joined the R.A.F., one day he came to Esme’s
house on his motorbike bring this bear and asked Esme to look after him, sadly he was killed on a raid over Germany and Esme had
kept the three together until she trusted them to Sue Pearson’s care. There is some confusion over some of Esme’s story, as during
the war, Esme would have been 29 to 35 and if this Farnell bear was David’s as a child he would have been too young to fight in the
war, I wonder if he as a teenager had a bit of a crush on Esme and decided to buy her a bear as love token? - the story of The Three
Musketeers appears on pages 18, 19 and 145 of A Collector’s Guide to Bears and Bears by Sue Pearson; and comes with a copy of the
second book
£1500-2000

Antique and Vintage Teddy Bears and
Soft Toys

386.

An Alpha Farnell Toffee teddy
bear 1950s, with light brown mohair,
orange and black plastic eyes, back
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
original knitted hat and scarf --10½in.
(26.5cm.) high (slight fading and thinning)
£80-120

387.

383.

A quantity of teddy bear
related printed ephemera, including four
original photographs of children with
their teddy bears; fifty-eight 1910-1930s
postcards featuring teddy bears; some
later postcards; an Allday Ltd Noah’s Ark
Cut-out Series Big Bru a brown bear book;
and six page illustrations from the Teddy
B & Teddy G books - from the private
collection of Sue Pearson
£60-80

384.

Teddy Bear accessories,
including two pairs of gold framed
glasses, two Pince-Nez, various leather
collars, some with bells, a Continental
.935 silver pocket watch (cracked dial)
with steel fob; an Ingersoll pocket watch,
various keys and some dolls’ house
items - from the private collection of Sue
Pearson
£60-80
30

385.

A recent cross stitched teddy
bear alphabet sampler, framed and
glazed -17½in. (44.5cm.) high - from the
private collection of Sue Pearson
£30-40

Lot 386

A post-war Alpha Farnell teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, pronounced muzzle with clipped
tip, swivel head, jointed limbs with pads
with remains of painted finish, hump and
inoperative squeaker --13½in. (34cm.)
high (slight thinning)
£80-120

394.

392.

389.

A rare Merrythought Tumpy
baby teddy bear circa 1931, with beige
wool plush, white wool plush belly,
muzzle and ear lining, orange and black
glass eyes, brown stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed down
turned arms, fixed standing leg with large
feet, felt pads, inoperative squeaker and
Magnet Brand woven black and white
label --11½in. (29cm.) high (slight balding
to front, some general wear and thinning,
eyes probably replaced and slight repair
to feet pads)
£200-300

390.

A post-war Merrythought
lying cat, with blonde mohair, inset
blue and black glass eyes, pink painted
nose, whiskers, swivel head and printed
yellow label --14½in. (37cm.) high
(some wear and a few bald spots); and a
Merrythought red, white and blue plush
ball with internal chimes and printed
yellow label
£70-100
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393.

‘Maggie’ a Chad Valley Magna
teddy bear 1930s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched horizontal nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown cloth pads, slight
rounded hump, inoperative squeaker and
green and white woven Harborne label
--21in. (53cm.) high (very slight wear and
thinning) - this bear was lot 311 in Hilary
Pauley’s Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum
auction on the 9th September 2020 and
comes with his special lot tag
£80-120
Lot 394

388.

An early Merrythought teddy
bear, circa 1931, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth, feet claws and webbed hand
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, inoperative squeaker, celluloid
covered button and woven first used
label ‘Made in England Merrythought
Ltd’ --17½in. (44.5cm.) high (bald spots,
thinning and general wear)
£70-100

A rare large Merrythought
Cheeky teddy bear late 1950s, with pink
artificial silk plush, orange and black glass
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, black artsilk
jingling ears and feet pads, large swivel
head, jointed limbs with black felt hand
pads, yellow printed label and printed
white Rag Design label --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (fading and discolouring, repaired
tear around nose and hole to left hand
pad)
£200-300

391.

A rare Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear late 1950s, with pale yellow
artificial silk plush, orange and black glass
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, black artsilk
jingling ears and feet pads, large swivel
head, jointed limbs with black felt hand
pads, yellow printed label and printed
white Rag Design label --13in. (33cm.)
high (slight matting and discolouration)
£200-300
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

‘Wells ‘an early Chad Valley
teddy bear circa 1920, with blonde
mohair, clear and black oily glass eyes
with brown painted backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump and replaced growler --21in.
(53cm.) high (large and small patches to
muzzle, pads replaced, one ear split to
make two, new face stitching and pads,
balding and general wear) - this bear
was lot 301 in Hilary Pauley’s Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction on the 9th
September 2020 and comes with his
special lot tag
£80-120

395.

‘Larry Brown’ a 1940s Farnell
brown wool plush teddy bear, with
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
painted cloth pads, slight rounded
hump and inoperative squeaker --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (slight wear and faded
to grey) - this bear was lot 142 in Hilary
Pauley’s Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum
auction on the 9th September 2020 and
comes with his special lot tag
£150-200

396. A rare 1930s Chiltern dressed
yellow mohair duckling, with mohair
head, top half of body, wings and tops of
feet, clear and black glass eyes with pink
painted backs, yellow felt beak, white
mohair wing tips, yellow velvet dungarees
and beret with blue velvet band and
chenille pom-pom, black felt feet pads
and rare orange card tag --11in. (28cm.)
high (some thinning to mohair, feet
mohair worn)
£100-150
397. A rare Chiltern Baby Bunting
late 1950s, with painted press felt face,
three tufts of blonde mohair hair, pink
mohair body with blue mohair head
and ears with pink mohair ear linings,
unjointed, inoperative squeaker, rare
foiled card tag and seam label --14in.
(35.5cm.) high (slight faking to eye
painting)
£70-100
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398.

A Weiersmüller teddy bear
1930s, with beige wool plush, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
large feet, felt pads and inoperative
squeaker --10½in. (26.5cm.) high
(replaced hand pads, repaired right foot
pads, repaired holes to tip of muzzle and
general wear)
£150-200

401.

‘Squeeze’ a German musical
teddy bear 1930s, with light golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with unusual cloth
pads and pressure operated musical
mechanism --17in. (43cm.) high (one
hand pad re-covered, other with repair
and slight damage to feet pads, small
bald area going to hole on back of leg,
slight general wear and fading) - this bear
was lot 20 in Hilary Pauley’s Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction on the 9th
September 2020 and comes with his
special lot tag
£150-200

403.

A rare and large Schuco yes/no
white mohair teddy bear 1920s, with
short white mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle with brown stitched bulbous
nose, mouth and claws, tail-operated
yes/ no head mechanism, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, rounded hump, antique
sailor’s jacket and blue and white striped
trousers --26in. (66cm.) high (missing
left ear, right arm torn around joint and
halfway down, right foot pad damaged,
slight damage to other pads, missing tail
covering, torn around tail, black paint
or similar to top of one leg and some
general wear)
£600-800

413. A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with golden mohair/mixed plush,
orange and black plastic eyes, muzzle
with black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads, growler and label in side seam
--30in. (76.5cm.) high (wear and thinning,
repairs at top of pads near wrists and
discoloured)
£60-80
406.

A good quality German teddy
bear 1920s-1930s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, slottedin stuffed ears, large pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler --26in. (66cm.) high
(slight general wear and fading, thinning
to pads and hole to one foot pad)
£200-300

407.

402.
399.

A rare 1920s German musical
clown teddy bear, probably Moritz
Pappe with golden mohair head, hands
and feet, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, pink and
orange harlequin mohair body, jointed
arms, hinged legs with felt feet pads,
replacement ruff and felt conical hat
--19½in. (49.5cm.) high (balding to body,
patched hole to front, fading, general
wear and thinning)
£300-400

‘Strutt’ a Schuco yes/no teddy
bear 1950s, with beige mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of light
brown backs, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
tail-operated yes/no head mechanism,
jointed arms with felt pads, down
turned hands with card lined feet and
inoperative squeaker--13½in. (34.5cm.)
high (tail missing covering, holes in pads,
the odd bald spot and some general
wear) - this bear was lot 192 in Hilary
Pauley’s Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum
auction on the 9th September 2020 and
comes with his special lot tag
£70-100

‘Brown Boy’ a 1920s Steiff
teddy bear, with brown mohair, brown
backed glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker
and school tie --13¼in. (33.5cm.)
high (some slight wear, small holes to
pads and hole where button has been
removed) - this bear was lot 340 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
in these rooms on the 9th September
2020
£300-400

400.
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404. An early teddy bear 1905-1908,
probably Strunz, with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose
with felt behind, black stitched mouth,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads and five brown stitched claws,
card-lined feet hump and inoperative
growler --23in. (58.5cm.) high (bald area
to top of head, patched hole in upper
back, neck jointed warped, damage to
pads and general wear)
£600-800
405.

Lot 403

‘Herr Ratselhaft’ a German
teddy bear 1920s, possibly Bing, with
golden mohair, replaced glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads and seam down back of leg, hump
and inoperative growler --24in. (61cm.)
high (large patched hole to right arm,
glued patches to muzzle, bald spots,
general thinning and wear, replaced
muzzle stitching, fraying hole to top of
arm and some damage to pads) - this
bear was lot 252 in Hilary Pauley’s
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
on the 9th September 2020 and comes
with his special lot tag
£150-200
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

An early German teddy bear
circa 1910, possibly or similar to Strunz
with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with five brown
stitched claws, hump and inoperative
growler --18½in. (47cm.) high (balding
areas, general wear and thinning, pads
replaced and a little dusty)
£200-300

408.

410.

An early white mohair teddy
bear circa 1908, probably German with
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth
and three claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with cloth pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and recent ‘Alfonzo’
style Cossack tunic --11½in. (29cm.) high
(general balding, especially to body,
general wear and thinning, discolour,
going to slight holes around squeaker)
£100-150

411.

A German dressed teddy
bear 1920s, with short golden mohair,
replaced button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
missing slotted-in ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, in-operative
growler, shirt, tie, dog-tooth waistcoat
and blue trousers --20½in. (52cm.)high
(ear holes darned, pads darned and
general wear and thinning)
£40-60

An early American teddy bear
circa 1910, with light golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose,
black stitched mouth and five claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker
and cream knitted cardigan --17in.
(43cm.) high (hole to side of tip of nose,
a few small bald spots, general thinning
and wear, some damage to pads, eyes
loose or possibly replaced)
£200-300

409.

An early teddy bear circa 1910,
German or American with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
five claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
squeaker and red felt waistcoat --12½in.
(32cm.) high (balding and thinning, one
pads replaced and other three repaired,
black stitching possibly replaced)
£100-120
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412.

An early American teddy
bear circa 1907 with provenance, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and red knitted
jumper --14in. (35.5cm.) high (bald front
of face, going to seven tiny holes, general
wear and thinning, discoloured to tip of
nose and some damage to pads); a pencil
written note ‘This Teddy Bear belonged
to David? Nathen? Cheney when he was
a child’ and an auction estate sale flyer
featuring this bear from the Estate of Mrs
Morine Cheney, Brimfield, MA.
£150-200

414. A Chiltern-type teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, slight hump and
growler --15½in. (39.5cm.) high (some
bald spots, general wear and thinning,
slight damage to pads and dusty)
£40-60
415. Two British teddy bears, a
1920s blonde mohair teddy bear,
probably Chad Valley with orange and
black glass eyes, swivel head, jointed
limbs and plain metal button in right ear
--16½in. (42cm.) high (darned muzzle,
very worn, patch to wrist, hand pads
and face stitching replaced); and a small
1930s Merrythought Dutch teddy bear
with corduroy trousers and woven label
on foot (almost completely bald)
£40-60
416. An unusual British teddy bear,
with brown wool plush, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched rounded
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown felt pads, slight hump and large
squeaker, 1930s --15in. (38cm.) high
(fairly worn, eyes replaced and darns to
hand pads)
£100-120
417. Three post-war Dean’s teddy
bears, a Childsplay bear with golden
mohair, large brown plastic eyes, reddish
brown velvet pads and label in back seam
--18in. (46cm.) high (slight wear); another
similar (missing plastic nose and wear);
and another (worn)
£40-60
418. A 1930s German teddy bear,
with dark golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads and inoperative growler --24in.
(61cm.) high (pads damaged and slight
wear); and two later German teddy bears
£70-100
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419.

Winnie the Pooh and friends,
a Merrythought 1960s Winnie --12½in.
(32cm.) high (missing t-shirt); Gabrielle
Design Kanga and Roo and Piglet; a 1960s
Chad Valley Chiltern Pooh; a Chad Valley
Chiltern Honey bear; and a Merrythought
dralon Kanga and Roo
£60-80

422.

426.

A fine and early Steiff teddy bear circa 1910, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and growler --16in. (40.5cm.) high
(a small moth hole to each hand pad and slight discolouration)
£3000-4000

A post-war Steiff teddy bear,
with beige mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
script button --9¾in. (25cm.) high (some
general wear and thinning)
£60-80

Lot 422

424.

A 1930s Steiff teddy bear, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, hump, inoperative growler and
FF under scored button --18in. (45.5cm.)
high (two patches to tip of muzzle, bald
areas, patched hole to right ankle, right
hand pads with large patch and other
slight damage to other pads)
£500-800

420.

A rare Chad Valley Winnie
the Pooh and friends 1930s, Pooh
with golden wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and hand claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with gold felt feet pads,
inoperative squeaker, red and white
woven label on foot and home-made
velvet jacket --13½in.; high (repairs to
feet pads and general wear); a similar
Rabbit with brown wool plush. label and
brown waistcoat; a running Tigger with
striped artificial silk plush, jointed neck
and label; and an unjointed Eeyore with
label (missing eyes, all with some general
wear)
£300-400

425.

A rare British velvet Piglet from
Winnie the Pooh, with cream velvet
head, arms and legs, black boot button
eyes, brown velvet body, arms string
jointed and wired legs --10¾in. (27.5cm.)
high (wire broken through velvet on
back of both legs, discoloured and slight
general wear)
£100-150
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A rare Steiff brown tipped
Clown teddy bear 1920s, with tipped
white mohair, blue and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, pink
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative growler, FF
underscored button, replica ruff and
pointed felt hat --18½in. (47cm.) high
(balding to face, forehead, front and
arms, neat small patched hole either
side of nose stitching, grey speckled stain
to front, left foot pad replaced, others
repaired, slight surface chip to right eye
and other wear)
£800-1200
Lot 426

423.

A rare and early Steiff centre-seam teddy bear circa 1908, with golden
mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, central facial seam, black
stitched nose and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with remains of felt pads,
hump and inoperative growler --25in. (63.5cm.) high (pads re-covered, damaged pads
underneath, some thinning and bald spots to arms and body, thinning on back or head
and missing mouth stitching
£2500-3500
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

A post-war Steiff teddy bear,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
script button --8in. (20cm.) high (slight
thinning); and a Steiff jointed Niki rabbit
with script button
£80-120

428.

Two post-war Steiff teddy
bears, the smaller with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown
backs, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker --7in. (18cm.) high
(some wear); and another 1960s bear
with face mask and script button with
yellow cloth tag
£60-80

429.

Lot 423

421.

427.
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Three post-war Steiff dogs, a
Peky Pekinese with script button --6¾in.
(17cm.) long; another smaller and a
bulldog; a Russ Pekinese and a Berg cat
with heart label
£50-80

430.

Various teddy bears and soft
toys, a post-war Continental jointed
teddy bear --10½in. (26.5cm.) high; a
jointed white wool plush teddy bear; a
jointed brown wool plush monkey; and
other post-war animals (some wear and
damage)
£60-80

Lot 431

431. Three post-war Chad Valley
teddy bears, a blonde mohair bear with
replaced plastic eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with painted cloth pads, inoperative
squeaker and printed foot label --13in.
(33cm.) high; another with mixed mohair
plush and side seam label; and bald
example
£60-80
432. Two post-war British teddy
bears, a Merrythought with blonde
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
jointed, printed cloth label, celluloid
covered button in ear and dressing gown
--13in. (33cm.) high (balding and general
wear); and a small Chad Valley with
orange and black glass eyes, velvet pads
and label in side seam
£60-80
433. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bears, a golden mohair bear,
orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with painted cloth
pads and knitted jacket --14½in. (37cm.)
high (a little balding and wear); and
another similar with plastic nose
£60-80
434. Two post-war British teddy
bears, a Chad Valley with blonde mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head
and jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads
--14½in. (37cm.) high (balding and wear);
and a Chiltern Hugmee with plastic nose
and eyes
£50-80
435. Six post-war British teddy
bears, a Pedigree teddy bear with plastic
eyes and velvet pads --15in. (38cm.)
high (balding and wear); another jointed
bear (missing eyes and hole next to eye);
a Gabrielle Design jointed bear; two
1960/70s Merrythought and a recent
Merrythought
£60-80
436. Four shop window display
owls, probably Jungle Toys, one dressed
as a judge, a barrister, a graduate and
huntsman --17½in. (44.5cm.) high (some
ageing and repair to huntsman’s helmet)
£80-100
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437.

A British 1930s teddy bear,
probably Chiltern, golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose and some
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads, card lined feet, inoperative
squeaker and name tag on foot ‘S.F.
Rooke’ --18½in. (47cm.) high (velvet
worn on muzzle wit small hole, wear and
damage to pads and slight thinning and
wear)
£80-100
Lot 438

439.

‘Colin’ the childhood British
teddy bear of Colin Joyce, a 1915-1920
teddy bear with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with green backs,
large ears, pronounced muzzle with
remains of black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads and inoperative growler
--20in. (51cm.) high (balding arms,
general wear and thinning, ears loose
at bottom, pads re-covered and eyes
possibly an old replacement); and sold
with a photograph of Colin and his family,
the reverse written Aunt Lucy, Aunt
Edith, Cousin Gladys and Colin; a note
attached ‘Grandpa Colin Joyce holding his
teddy bear(also known as Colin), Ashby
de la Zouch 1917 - sadly the bear in the
photograph is not the same as the one
here, so Colin 2 was probably a slightly
later upgrade
£200-300

442.

440.

A small early Farnell teddy bear
1910-20, with pale blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, card lined feet, hump
and inoperative side squeaker --10½in.
(26.5cm.) high (feet pads damaged and
missing one card, general wear and
thinning)
£300-400

‘Bluebie’ and friend the
childhood blue Farnell teddy bear and
miniature Schuco of Jill Grice, Bluebie - a
1920s blue mohair Farnell teddy bear
with unusual flat black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, remains of brown
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, unusual long slender
body and inoperative squeaker --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (balding, a few small
holes, thinning and discoloured to white);
and a miniature 1920s Schuco teddy bear
(completely bald and worn); an original
photograph of Jill aged 2 holding another
bear and a small photograph of Jill aged
9 standing in the garden holding nine
bears, Bluebie is in her right arm - Bluebie
(a mispronounced Bluebell) was given to
Jill Grice on her birthday on the 24th April
1929 in Ceylon where her father was a
civil engineer on a tea plantation. They
moved back to Hatch End in Middlesex in
1934, where they lived until Jill married
in 1952. Jill told her daughter, the vendor,
that her father Arthur Leslie Grice (born
1898) carried the Schuco bear with him
during World War Two, sadly he died in a
mustard gas accident on Thorney Island
near Chichester in 1943
£300-500

443.
441.

A 1930s Alpha Farnell teddy
bear, with peach coloured wool plush,
clear and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws coming slightly onto felt
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump,
inoperative squeaker and blue and
white woven label --14½in. (37cm.) high
(balding around joints, back of legs,
general wear and thinning, needs a clean)
£200-300

438.

A rare Columbia Manufacturing
Company Laughing Roosevelt Bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
horizontal nose, open red painted
wooden mouth with bone teeth, slottedin ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with
replaced felt pads and elongated body
with internal mechanism, when pressed
causing the bear to open and close his
mouth --22½in. (57cm.) high (balding
to back of left leg, some general wear
and thinning) - first advertised in 1907,
typically these bears have milk glass
teeth, this one has bone, these seem
right, but could be replacements
£600-800
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Lot 442

A German Mrs Rabbit soft toy,
with beige wool plush, orange and black
spiked glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, wired ears, unjointed with cloth
body and original clothes, probably 1930s
--13in. (33cm.) height without ears (slight
wear and fading)
£40-60

444.

A Continental child’s tea
set with teddy bears and children,
comprising teapot, sugar basin, milk jug,
three cups, four saucers and tea plates,
in remains of original box, 1920-30s
(missing tea cup)
£40-60

445.

A 1930s pink long mohair teddy
bear, probably French, clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed limbs
with velvet pads and large inoperative
squeaker --16½in. (42cm.) high (balding,
wear, faded and dirty); and a British
golden mohair seated dog
£60-80

Lot 439
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446.

Two post-war Chad Valley teddy
bears, a blonde mohair bear with orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with painted cloth pads and inoperative
squeaker --12½in. (32cm.) high; and
another similar with light golden mohair
and seam label (both with some slight
wear and thinning)
£60-80

447.

Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bears, one 1940s with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and
inoperative squeaker --14½in. (37cm.)
high; and another 1950s with blonde
mohair (both with some wear, the second
slightly squashed head)
£60-80

448.

A Tara Toys post-war panda,
with black and white mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head and jointed
limbs with painted cloth pads --18in.
(46cm.) high; and a Chiltern brown and
white teddy bear with orange and black
glass eyes, black plastic nose, swivel
head, unjointed limbs with velvet pads,
squeaker and label in side seam (slight
wear)
£70-100

449.

Two post-war British teddy
bears, the largest unjointed with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, wearing
shirt, blue jumper and boy’s tie illustrated
with a Canadian Mountie meeting a
First Nations person --20in. (51cm.) high
(some wear); and another bald teddy these bears are called Thomas and Teddy
£30-50

450.

A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with golden mohair, replaced
too small orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump
and growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high (slight
wear); a 1930s Merrythought Scottie
(missing eyes); three other smaller Scottie
types (one bald); a home-made Golly and
a plastic Palitoy Jolly Jim ventriloquist
puppet
£100-150

451. A British 1960s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black plastic
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown synthetic plush pads
and growler --26in. (66m.) high (slight
wear)
£30-50
452. Old teddy bears and two Steiff
bears in suitcases, a 1940s Chiltern
teddy bear with orange and black plastic
eyes and brown oil-cloth pads --15½in.
(39.5cm.) high; a large unjointed British
teddy bear (crotch seam undone); a pink
and white mohair British dog and a small
Paddington (some wear and damage);
and two yellow tagged unjointed Steiff
bears in original suitcases
£80-100
453. A large 1960s Merrythought
teddy bear for Harrods, with golden
mohair, orange and black plastic eyes,
fully jointed and printed white label
on foot --30in. (76.5cm.) high; a small
Merrythought 1960s bear; a homemade
bear; a felt duck; a small quantity of
children’s picture books including The
Oohah Annual; and a Burbank Toys rabbit
£80-120
454. A small post-war Chiltern
Hugmee teddy bear, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
inoperative squeaker --12in. (30.5cm.)
high; and a Wendy Boston Sealyham
terrier on wheels with label in back seam
(some general wear and matting)
£50-80
455. Various teddy bears, a 1930s
Chad Valley father teddy bear with label
inside leg --4¾in. (12cm.)high; a 1930s
German bear with golden mohair (part
restored, still pinned); a Pedigree bear
with googly eyes; a Chiltern dog; and
others (some wear)
£70-100
456. An early German teddy bear
1910-20, with remains of golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, inserted ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs, beaded fringe outfit
and seated in wicker bath chair --10in.
(25.5cm.) high (very bald, missing or
re-covered pad) - this bear is known a
Phoebe
£80-120
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459.

457.

A small Schuco Tricky yes/no
teddy bear, with beige mohair, clear and
black eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, tail-operated head mechanism,
jointed limbs with felt pads, card lined
feet and inoperative squeaker --8½in.
(21.5cm.) high (hole to heel, slight
damage to three pads, some general
wear and mechanism needs attention)
£100-150

An early Steiff teddy bear
with provenance circa 1908, with
blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative side-squeaker --9½in. (24cm.)
high (bald spots, wear and thinning and
pads re-covered); this was the childhood
bear of Violet Dalrymple Meeke who was
born in Dublin in 1905 and comes with a
copy of a photograph of his owner and
her sister
£400-500

460.

A German early felt duck on
Lotbody
459 with
wheels circa 1908, the white
green head, black bead eye with red felt
behind, orange beak and feet, maroon,
red, dark green, light green, yellow and
white wings, on metal frame with three
cut tin wheels and inoperative squeaker,
possibly Strunz --8in. (20.5cm.) long (darn
to tip of beak, other slight moth damage
and discoloured)
£100-150

461.

An early Steiff cinnamon mohair
teddy bear circa 1909, with black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, card lined feet, hump,
inoperative growler and FF underscored
button unusually on the back of the left
ear --20in. (51cm.) high (balding to legs
and arms, thinning to top of head, other
bald spots, general wear and slight repair
to pads)
£2000-3000

Lot 463

462.

Lot 461

An unusual early dressed cloth
monkey circa 1905, of brown brushed
cotton, black boot button eyes with
white linen discs behind, brown stitched
inverted v nostrils and mouth, long limbs
and tail and red cotton jacket, trousers
and hat with black trim, probably homemade from a pattern --19½in. (49.5cm.)
high (some wear and fading)
£60-80

463.

A Chad Valley jointed Bonzo
the dog 1920s, of cream velvet, spray
stencilled pink eyes and nose, black
detail, purple left ear, red felt tongue,
swivel head, jointed limbs, black stitched
claws, original leather collar with unusual
‘ISA’ Chad Valley metal rimmed button
--11½in. (29cm.) high (patch applied
on body around right arm joint and
discoloured)
£300-500

464.

A very rare Steiff mohair Man from Mars or Humpty Dumpty 1912-1913,
the round body of blonde mohair with black boot button eyes, jointed red mohair
arms with felt hands and blue mohair legs, brown mohair shoes with felt soles, brown
mohair hat with ribbon band and inoperative voice --11in. (28cm.) high (slight thinning
to body, stencilled features faded and hole in left sole) - Humpty Dumpty was created
by Lewis Carol in his 1892 children’s book ‘Alice Through the Looking Glass’, the
character under copyright, so Steiff named their version Man from Mars. The rare felt
version of this toy does appear from time to time at auction, but the mohair version is
very rare and it is believed this is the first one to appear at auction
£2000-3000

458.

Two teddy bears, an orange
mohair teddy bear with black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, re-stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump and recent blue ruff --12½in.
(31.5cm.) high (very worn, pads and
eyes replaced, some stuffing replaced);
and a large early looking teddy bear in
white cotton lace trimmed jacket --26in.
(66cm.) high (bald back of head, other
areas of thinning and balding, general
wear, claw stitching replaced and some
stuffing replaced)
£100-150
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Lot 466

468. An early Berchtesgaden carved
and painted wooden horse drawn
carriage, the elaborately decorated
carriage with driver and two small black
painted wooden horses, in original floral
painted split wooden box, probably 19th
century --7 ½in. (19cm.) long (some
repairs to box)
£200-300

Traditional Toys

466.

A large mid 19th century
English carved wooden rocking horse
on bow rocker, restored and repainted
in dappled grey with glass eyes, open
circular mouth, head turned slightly
to the left, neck muscles, horse hair
mane and tail, red felt saddle and green
painted bow rocker --78in. (198cm.)
long x 45¾in. (116cm.) high - with brass
engraved plaque to underside of base
‘Early 19th century rocking horse, origin
unknown, acquired 2nd-hand by Mrs
Peel of Knowlmere Manor, Clitheroe for
her children about 1885, passed to her
granddaughter Barbara Clifford. Restored
in 1970 by Bill & Ferelyth Wills of Steep,
Petersfield’ - this horse is known as Billy
£600-800

465.

A very rare Steiff hot-water bottle Teddy
Bear circa 1907, with golden mohair, boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, black stitched claws, hump, front
opening with brass hooks, lined in brown cotton with
cotton wadding insulation, original tin canister with screw
cap at each end and small size FF underscored button
in left ear --20in. (51cm.) high (bald strip on right hand
about 2in x 1in, going into a hole, hole in pad same hand
pad, nose stitching missing, probably muzzle re-stuffed,
slight thinning to front of body, dusty top of head, slight
general thinning and wear, two other small holes in pads
and lace fastening a replacement); sold with an old leather
suitcase where this bear has been stored for many years
alongside the two previous lots Bonzo and the Man from
Mars, a tag and written inside is ‘Mrs Marshall and E.J.
Marshall, 47 Croft Lane, Bromborough, Wirral, Cheshire
- the vendor inherited these toys from his grandmother,
but it is believe it from a previous generation, sadly this
information or who the Marshalls are, is not known - 1907
and 1908 were cold years in Europe, so perhaps the idea
of a hot-water bottle teddy bear was inspired by this, for
some reason they were just not a big seller and between
the years 1907 and 1914 only 90 examples were ever
made. Perhaps they were expensive to produce and priced
too highly compared to standard bears or possibly could
they even have been considered dangerous? I have sold
three of these hot-water bottle bears before, the first at
Christie’s South Kensington on the 3rd December 2002 for
£32,900, the second at CSK on the 4th December 2006
for £31,200, then this same bear was sold again from the
Paul Greenwood Collection at CSK for £20,250 and the last
example sold in these rooms on the 6th November 2014
for £15000.

467.

A small late 19th century
English carved wooden rocking horse on
trestle rocker, with head turned slightly
to the right, open mouth with teeth,
flared nostrils, carved neck muscles,
original horse hair mane and tail, leather
tack with brass rosettes with red felt
behind, black suede saddle blanket and
wooden safety trestle rocker --38¼in.
(97cm.) long x 32¼in. (82cm.) high
(missing eyes, one ear damaged, some
paint loss and wear)
£300-400

Lot 467

469. Two papier-mâché figural
skittles circa 1900, one a black man
seated on a barrel playing a violin and a
young girl dancing holding up her skirt,
both on turned wood bases --9¾in.
(25cm.) height of man (slight worm to her
base)
£50-80

470. The Speaking Picture Book by
Theodor Brand 1880s, 18th edition,
red covered cardboard book box with
eight chromolithographic illustrations
with nine pull-cords featuring different
animal/human noises and pages of text
--12½in. (32cm.) high (some slight wear,
all nine cords currently working, but not
guaranteed)
£200-300
471. A painted tinplate doll’s push
chair, probably French with reclining
back, mesh back and sides, painted beige
and cast lead wheels --6¼in. (16cm.) high
(some paint loss)
£50-80

£6000-8000
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472.

A clockwork fur-covered
monkey circa 1910, with brown painted
composition face, clear and black glass
eyes, cream fur covered, cast-metal
feet and integral key to underside when
wound causing the monkey to leap
--7in. (18cm.) long (fur possibly a good
replacement)
£60-80

477.

Two wooden and one papiermache small horses on wheels, a twodimensional wooden grey horse with
oil-cloth seat and metal frame --23½in.
(60cm.) high (woodworm to seat and
moth to fur mane); a similar repainted
wooden example; and a French papiermache horse on wooden base (loose
from base)
£60-80

473.

A papier-mâché headed
clockwork walk Dutch man 1930s,
with brown painted side glancing eyes,
smoking pipe, felt costume, composition
hands and wooden legs and shoes,
keywind mechanism causing him to rock
from side to side --9in. (23cm.) high
(slight fading)
£60-80

475.

A Tri-ang and two Mobo steel
horses, a Tri-ang steel galloping horse
with rubber saddle and remains of mane
and tail on springed framed --43in.
(109cm.) long; a Mobo jumping horse
(both worn); and repainted Mobo horse
on springed frame
£60-80

A coach-built doll’s
perambulator, wooden body painted
black with cream lining and oil-cloth
hood --34½in. (88cm.) long (missing some
leather suspension straps); a Tri-ang
folding red painted push chair; and a high
chair with Noddy upholstery
£40-60

478.

An unusual 1930s American
steel streamlined push chair, painted
green and pale yellow with wooden arm
rests, seat, steering and push bar and
airflow mudguards --34¼in. (87cm.) high
(some wear)
£70-100

479.

Five soft toy walkers on wheels,
a Lines terrier --21in. (53.5cm.) high; a
Pedigree horse on wheels; another dog; a
pony and a Dean’s donkey (very worn and
mothy)
£50-80

480.

Three child’s rocking chairs,
one barrelled with rexine seat --18½in.
(47cm.) high; another high backed pine
with drawer; and another in oak (new
seat)
£50-80

481.

Six children’s chairs, a red
painted wooden convertible high chair
--28in. (71cm.) high; an oak captains type
chair; a rush seated chair; a Lloyd Loom
type and two others
£70-100

476.

An usual painted wooden
rocking donkey, painted brown with
leather saddle and green bow rocker
--25in. (63.5cm.) long (some wear)
£40-60
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Spinning tops, a turned wooden
spherical spinning top with painted
circles, the top opening --5½in. (14cm.)
high (possibly missing contents?); and a
M * N (Germany) The New Choral Top
£40-60

Tri-ang Toys and other items,
Tri-ang - Baby Walker --19½in. (49.5cm.)
high; a mangle; a Teachem Toy Lenora
Jane brick cart; and stacking bricks (parts
missing and wear); a home-built wooden
dockyard crane; and a repainted wooden
scooter
£40-60
Parlour and adult games, a
wooden circular card’s counter board
--12in. (30.5cm.) high; domino sets, brass
and wood cribbage boards, two small
wooden roulette wheels and other items
£40-60

486.

Bar and parlour games, a
wooden bagatelle; a wall mounted
hoopla; a shove ha’penny; bar billiards;
boxed games - Spalding Bowls-Darts,
Bobs the New Bridge Game; Scrabble,
Backgammon and Table Skittles
£70-100

487.

Battle games, a H P Gibson
L’Attaque, in original box; Geographia
Ltd Kwest a Game of the Sea, board and
counter box; Dennis Wheatley’s Invasion
board and counter box; Aviation and TriTactics, in original boxes
£40-60

488.

Sporting games, Electric
Speedway game, an Abbey Product
tinplate greyhound Twin Spin Race Game;
a Russian table football; ‘Goal’ a French
table football with articulated plastic goal
keepers (missing players); and two Chad
Valley Escalado (generally damaged boxes
and worn)
£40-60

482.

A French wooden Baby Joie ride
on cart, with metal wheels and rubber
tyres, front castors and wire safety frame,
the back stamped BABY JOIE BREVETE
SGDG DEPOSE --23in. (58.5cm.) long; a
child’s wheel chair; and a ‘Little Buffer’
wheeled seat (some woodworm)
£50-80

489.

484.

485.

474.

A chromolithographic military
shooting game, thirty-six cut out
soldiers, mounted and foot, including
American, British and European, card
fortification and wooden cannon to fire,
in a probable original box missing label
--6in. (15cm.) height of figures
£60-80

483.

Lot 489

Educational items and toys,
a large wooden box with paper letters
laid onto wood with later stand --25in.
(63.5cm.) wide; a Chad Valley tinplate
globe (some rust pitting); two slates;
three abacuses; test tube stand; skipping
rope; a small group of educational books
and other items
£60-80

496.

490.

A late 19th century French
Cubes Géographiques, with maker’s
initials JFL?, six sided map blocks with
guides, in blue box --15½in. (39.5cm.)
wide (very slight wear); and a Toys That
Teach The Rainbow Cup, in original box
with instructions (worn)
£50-80

Picture blocks of children
playing, with original guides and lid
--9½in. (24cm.) wide; The Parlour Spelling
Game with wooden letters mounted on
wood, in original box with sliding lid (box
base missing one side and damaged top
on another side); a Richter Meteor No.9
(box damaged); sixteen alphabet blocks
with animals one side; an empty wooden
box for ABC of Birds; and a quantity of
letters
£60-80

498. An early Grant and Griffith
dissected puzzle History of Moses, Bible
Scenes; Sunday Employment for very
Little Children by the author of ‘Mamma’s
Bible Stories’, published by Grant and
Griffith, Successors to J Harris, Corner of
St Paul’s Churchyard, hand-coloured laid
on wood with original lid only --21½in.
(54.5cm.) high (some damage and
missing two lugs)
£80-100
Lot 497

491.

Various toys, a painted steel
keyboard for playing bells --12¼in.
(31cm.) high; a wooden rabbit counting
game; a wooden pull-a-long clown toy;
a Continental parade toy with castanetplaying figures
£50-80

492.

Two Continental articulated
string puppets, with composition heads,
carved wooden articulated limbs, original
clothes and control handle --17½in.
(44.5cm.) high; a framed collection of
German hand-coloured paper theatre
figures; and two other figures
£60-80

493.

A large quantity of playing
cards, including Strip Tease (box
damaged), Jaques - Happy Families and
two The Counties of England; a Pepys
Just William; H.P. Gibson - Happy Families
and Impertinent Questions?; a Piatnik
& Sons Tops & Tails; and many others,
most in original boxes (some damage, not
checked for completeness)
£80-120

494. Two toy pianos, a pink painted
wooden grand piano with six keys playing
an internal xylophone --9¾in. (25cm.)
high; a Kewpie trade mark Grand Baby
Piano (underside split); and various
tambourines, cymbals, hand bells,
maracas, castanets and triangles
£40-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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497.

A 19th century dissected puzzle
Infantile Knowledge published by David
Ogilvy, at his Repository for Rational
Toys and Amusements, ‘First Step of the
Ladder of Learning’, one side an alphabet
circle with female teacher and her girl
pupils in the centre, the other side
‘School Boy Learning His Lesson’ on the
reverse with guide, in original wooden
box with sliding lid --11in. (28cm.) width
of puzzle (box lid missing section, split
and paper loss to centre of alphabet,
reverse with removed and amended face
to guide and puzzle)
£200-300

499. A mid 19th century dissected
puzzle Domestic Hours of Her Majesty,
published by William Spooner, 379
Strand, hand coloured paper laid on
wood, in original wooden box with sliding
lid and guide, box titled ‘The Royal Family
at Home’, the scene showing Queen
Victoria, Prince Albert and five children
--12in. (30.5cm.) high (some slight loss to
puzzle and guide torn)
£80-100
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504.

Constructions sets and boys
hobbies, two Matador wooden Meccano
type; Dometo inter-locking Building
Material; Hobbies Crown Fretwork Outfit;
a Chad Tap Building; Tri-ang Arkitex and
other items, in original boxes (some
wear)
£40-60

505.
500.

A 19th century dissected puzzle
of Miss Tabby’s Party, showing scenes
of cats and dogs, hand coloured laid
on wood, in original box with sliding lid
--12¼in. (31cm.) wide (missing two or
three pieces, six lugs and a few small
corners, box lid broken in half and glued)
£40-60

A small quantity of early 20th
century games, Glevum Mechanical Yacht
Race, Table Croquet, Tut-Tut or a Run in
a Motor Car card game, a J. W. Spears
Black, White and Red German Roulette,
Broken Letters and Gelvum Whirligig, in
original boxes
£60-80

506.

American toys and games, a
lithographed tinplate Michigan Rhummy
circle --12in. (30.5cm.) high; a Get
tinplate snare drum; Parker Brothers Touring the Famous Automobile Card
Game, Sorry! The Fashionable English
Game; Peg’ity and Chopsticks, in original
boxes (two boxes damaged); Tinkertoy
and Pixie Build a Toy tubes (unchecked
for completeness)
£50-80

A 19th century dissected puzzle
The Sea Side, hand coloured paper laid
on wood, in original wooden box with
sliding lid --12½in. (32cm.) wide (one
piece and three lugs replaced)
£60-80

507.

502.

508.

501.

Various dissected wooden
puzzles, a T. Nelson and Sons Bonnie
Wee Bairns, in original wooden box with
sliding lid and book --12in. (30.5cm.) wide
(slight damage); a rabbit shaped puzzle
with guide (missing lug by eye); and four
boxed Beatrix Potter Jig-saws (one Peter
missing two pieces)
£50-80

503.

A large quantity of mainly
wooden jigsaws, Victory - Fairey
Swordfish Aircraft, BOAC Comet over
Victoria Falls and a British Battleship;
and other makers; a quantity of card
jigsaws including a Good Companion
Illuminations Blackpool; and
Philmar Jigsaw Famous Places in the
Commonwealth Nigeria village (some
checked and incomplete, others not
checked for completeness)
£60-80
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A large group of games 1930
to 1960s, including The Game of Sorry,
Halma, two Scrabbles; Hop-it, Lotto,
Muggins, Contack, Sky Fyler and Bridge
Keno, most in boxes (some wear)
£50-80
Various sporting games, Chad
Valley - Jungle Shooting Game and Trigger
Top, in original boxes; a horse racing
board (board only); Jokari; Air-Sport
Propeller, Smakbak and two table tennis
sets, in original boxes
£40-60

509.

A quantity of games 1930s
to 1960s, Chad Valley - Tangrams and
Mickey Mouse Ludo counter box only,
a Noddy race game and jigsaw; Victory
picture cubes; a Waddington’s Monopoly
with card player pieces; Scrabble and
other items, mainly boxed
£40-60

510.

Various games and toys, a
quantity of marbles; a table croquet; two
Continental picture blocks; a Game of the
Goose; a horse racing game and other
items
£40-60

511.

A set of turned wooden table
football teams, mounted on a crate
--4¾in. (12cm.) height of figures; a
wooden catamaran; a hay wagon; and a
Heyde trinket type nodding boy ashtray
£40-60

519.

A German composition horse
on wheels, painted dappled grey with
glass eyes, oil-cloth tack and saddle
and wooden platform with red stained
wooden wheels --11½in. (29cm.) long
(slight wear)
£30-50

512.

A faux bamboo doll’s folding
deck chair, with woven cloth seat --13in.
(33cm.) high; a reproduction swing chair;
two folding chairs and three other items
£40-60

513.

Post-war games and toys, a
Palitoy Revocopter, a Meccano Company
of America Ripley’s Believe it of Not;
Electroulette, a Peter Pan Super Magic
set, Electric Jack Straws, and other items
£40-60

514.

A very large quantity of
children’s books, mainly first third of the
20th century with colourful covers in nine
melon/fruit trays (condition mainly worn,
some with damaged spines)
£50-80

515.

Four boxes of children’s books,
mainly text led books, 1900-1920s; some
illustrated (condition mainly worn, some
damaged spines)
£40-60

516.

Children’s classic books, Peter
Pan and Wendy by J.M. Barrie; Through
the Looking-Glass by Lewis Carroll
(People’s Edition, 1st Edition Sergeant
Bigglesworth CID by Captain W.E. Johns
with dust jacket; and others
£40-60

517.

20th century children’s books,
Babar and Father Christmas; 2nd, 4th,
5th, 6th and 8th to 10th Holiday Books
by Enid Blyton; The Story of Little Black
Sambo; Kentucky Twins; Dr Seuss books
and Struwwlepeter (generally worn
condition, some good)
£40-60

518.

A quantity of illustrated
children’s books, The Mermaid
illustrated by Edmund Dulac; Goblin
Market Christina Rossetti; Embroidery
Mary by Priscilla M Warner; Under the
Window after Kate Greenaway; and
others (some poor, some general wear, a
few good)
£40-60
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520.

An English carved and painted
wooden rocking horse, probably mid
20th century, painted dapple grey,
tinplate eye, original saddle and tack,
horse hair mane and tail, mounted on
trestle rocker --53½in. (136cm.) long x
45½in. (115.5cm.) high (some wear and
missing half of mane)
£300-400

521.

A Mobo steel riding horse,
painted grey with red saddle and maker’s
transfer on chest --30in. (76cm.) high
(slight rusting); and a Mobo walking
tortoise
£40-60

522.

A British red painted steel pedal
car, probably Lines Bros with steering,
rubber tyres and chrome hub caps --32in.
(81.5cm.) long (completely repainted)
£70-100

523.

A rare Roullet & Decamps
clockwork lamb automaton, with clear
and black glass eyes with brown packs,
covered in white sheepskin, the face
moulded kid, pink velvet ear linings,
wheeled feet, on/off switch between
legs and brass key --12¾in. (32.5cm.)
long (mechanism needs attention); and a
photograph of the original owner as baby
with this toy, framed and glazed
£600-800

524.

A rare 19th century German
carved wooden acrobat toy, probably
Erzgebirge with blue painted eyes,
remains of carved noses, brown painted
hair and moustaches, remains of paper
and cloth hats, the brightly painted
bodies with pin-jointed limbs and joined
at the arms with string hole, when the
string is pulled taut, the acrobats tumble
--5½in. (14cm.) high (missing three fronts
of feet)
£300-400

525.

A recent large scale German
village, comprising church --10¼in.
(26cm.) high, four houses, two trees and
a bridge; and similar smaller scale pieces
£30-50

528. An Indian Ganjifa card game,
ninety two circular hand painted papiermache cards, in painted box with sliding
lid --2in. (5cm.) width of card
£40-60

526.

A large lithographed tinplate
Stollwerck chocolate house, with
locked roof opening --13in. (33cm.) wide
(missing stairs, rusting to holes on base,
other rusting and pitting); a papercovered wooden Stollwerck Bonbons
trunk; and a card box with parrots
£40-60

527.

A painted tinplate round Epices
(Spice) tin, with wood grain finish, Epices
stencilled on lid --6in. (15cm.) wide; and a
similar Briefe (letter) box with key (some
wear and chipping to letter)
£60-80
Lot 523

529. A solitaire board with thirtythree handmade late 19th century
marbles, about half with a core and
multi-coloured swirls around and the
other half blues and greens with finer
swirls, on a turned wooden board
--12¼in. (31cm.) wide, marbles --7/8th in.
(2.25cm.) wide (eight chipped on dinged)
£150-200
530. Over five hundred recent glass
marbles, in a plastic sweet jar --13in.
(33cm.) high
£20-30
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531.

Various games, The Lyons’
Tea Race Game, in original paper bag;
a Rippon Co. The Magic Blackboard; a
Glevum Tail-Less Donkey; H.M. Series
Crown & Anchor; four Cadbury’s CocoCubs; three packets of card zoo animals,
keepers and ticket collectors
£40-60

Lot 543

544. A Haddon Rockers fibreglass
rocking horse, painted dappled grey with
leather tack, horse hair mane and pine
safety rocker with maker’s plaque --48in.
(122cm.) long x 41in. (104cm.) high
(missing tail)
£80-100

547. A composition headed jointed
wooden dolls’ house doll, with black
painted held in a plaited bun, red painted
shoes, beaded dressed and pink drawers
--3in. (7.5cm.) high (missing one arm); a
tiny Grodnerthal doll (chip paint to half
of face); and a pegged wooden doll in
housekeeper’s clothes
£150-200

Lot 547

532.

Four Marx lithographed tinplate
musical Merry Makers mice, with
articulated limbs --5¾in. (14.5cm.) height
of standing figure (missing main part, the
piano, rusting to pianist’s nose)
£50-80

550. Dolls’ house metal chattels, a
gold painted metal stand with decanter
with stopper and six glasses --2½in.
(6.5cm.) high; a similar ink well with cast
dog; a gilt metal plant stand (probably
original with a glass dome); and two gold
painted vases with foliage
£80-120

533.

An early 1900s French tinplate
airship rattle and tooter, with spirit
finish, the airship is rotated to rattle and
a horn in the end of stem, impressed
France E.C. Depose --5¼in. (13.5cm.) long
(slight wear and neat repair at join along
top of airship)
£40-60

534.

An Elastolin wooden horse
drawn delivery cart, painted red with
yellow lining, a burlap covered horse
on platform with metal wheels, circa
1910 --17½in. (44.5cm.) long; another
skin covered horse (no base); a few
composition animals and some wooden
farm accessories
£40-60

537.

A Fisher Price Toys Inc wooden
Disney Pluto the dog, articulated figure
on wooden platform with handles,
movement operated by two strings from
underside --11½in. (29cm.) long (missing
nose and one ear); and a Chad Valley
Miniature Golf
£30-50

538.

Various toys and ornaments, a
Goebel kneeling girl and doll praying, Byi
38 --6¼in. (16cm.) high; an articulated
wooden Felix the Cat on scooter (missing
parts); four pin cushion dolls and other
items
£40-60

539.

Various games, an E.H. Isaacs
solitaire; a Chad Valley Table Tennis, in
original box; thirteen additional bats; four
embroidered pictures and four children’s
books including 3rd edition House at
Pooh Corner
£40-60

535.

A rare Chad Valley Mickey
Mouse Target Game 1930, colour
printed target mounted on card, in
original box with gun and three sucker
arrows --17½in. (44.5cm.) high (nibbles to
edge of target and damage to box)
£50-80

536.

An Allan Industries Ltd Walt
Disney Character Finger-Tip Puppets,
on original card, circa 1960 --10½in.
(26.5cm.) height of card; and a Japanese
lustre unlicensed Mickey Mouse part tea
set
£30-50
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540.

Four German carved wooden
hand puppets, with cloth bodies --11¾in.
(30cm.) high; two similar felt headed; two
Pelham puppet girls; a homemade glove
puppet and a British soft toy dog
£50-80

541.

A recent handmade hand
puppet of an elderly man, with clay
head, grey tufts of hair, articulated
dressed body and wooden control
--16½in. (42cm.) high; a Mattel Dr
Doolittle Rex Harrison talking doll with
label (voice mechanism inoperative and
damaged foot); and two shipping sailor
dolls
£50-80

542.

A Kallini Puppets ventriloquist
male puppet, with a mop of black hair,
moving eyes and mouth and wearing
dinner jacket, circa 2011 --34in. (86.5cm.)
high; and operative/care instruction and
compliment slip with payment slip
£80-120

543.

‘Pierce’ a boy ventriloquist
puppet possibly by Quisto, with blue
eyes, moving eyes and mouth, blonde
hair, papier-mache body, original
moulded shoes and plaid socks and
recent clothes --27in. (68.5cm.) high
(repainting to head); with a leather
travelling suitcase; a magic ‘Good
Night’ cloth trick; five Col. Bill Boley’s
ventriloquist dialogue and other
ephemera - Pierce’s Story (told by Pierce
to his previous carer!) - “I was a stowaway
on a big ship. I never grew up. I didn’t
eat properly (that’s what Auntie Madge
said). I was told I would never amount to
much - I haven’t. In every sense I am a bit
of misfit. I don’t really belong anywhere.
I remember someone being kind to me
once. I think I may have had a sisters, but
I’m not certain. I think I am ‘an acquired
taste’, I overheard someone on the ship
saying that about me. I have also heard
people say that ‘I don’t add up’. Also ‘he’s
a hard nut to crack!’ and ‘he’s a dark
horse’. I think I am all of these things; a
nut and a horse. People don’t know if I
am a man or a boy. Nor do I really. I’ve
heard that I might be simple. Is that a
good thing? - I was bought by Susan at
auction. She took me into British Home
Stores in Oxford Street for a new outfit. I
am so happy. I don’t want to leave Susan.
Please be kind to me. I will make you
happy!’
£300-500
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Lot 545

Dolls’ Houses and Chattels

545.

A rare Rock & Graner painted
tinplate dolls’ house sofa and arm chairs,
second half of the 19th century, painted
with grained finish, original green silk
upholstery with gold bead buttons and
Dresden paper trim --6½in. (16.5cm.)
width of sofa (upholstery needs regluing
to tin)
£200-300

551. Dolls’ house metal chattels, a
small scale gold painted glazed fronted
china cabinet --4in. (10cm.) high; a
mantel cloth under dome; a French
penny toy mantel clock; and a fireside
companion set
£80-100

548.

A German soft-metal and glass
goldfish bowl on stand, with two blown
glass goldfish --3½in. (9cm.) high; and a
gold painted circular table top bird swing
with composition cockatiel
£150-200

552. A German painted tinplate
dolls’ house Ice Box, painted white with
blue lining and ‘ICE-BOX’ writing with gold
painted handles --4in. (10cm.) high
£80-100

Lot 546

546.

A rare Rock & Graner painted
tinplate dolls’ house table and chairs,
second half of the 19th century, painted
with grained finish, seats of chairs with
original green silk upholstery with gold
bead buttons and Dresden paper trim
and the table with shaped top and
pillar pedestal with tripod base--4½in.
(11.5cm.) length of table (upholstery
needs regluing to tin)
£200-300
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

549.

Dolls’ house glass, two green
bottles and two green beakers in a gold
painted metal basket --1¾in. (4.5cm.)
high; six amber glass goblets; a metal and
amber glass ewer; a glass canary in cage
(some damage) and other items
£60-80

553. Early dolls’ house pieces, a
black painted circular occasional table
with gold lining, turned pedestal support
with tripod feet --3in. (7.5cm.) high (top
with tape damage); a wooden cutlery tray
with metal cutlery and green cloth lining
and base; a bone pin cushion occasional
table; a soft metal high chair (missing tray
and lower legs) and a bone chamber stick
£100-150
554. Metal miniature animals, a
tiny cold painted bronze seated black cat
--1cm. high; three similar sized terriers; a
pug; other cats and dogs; a bear; monkey
and a glass dachshund cracker charm
£70-100
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555.

Dolls’ house porcelain, a
Goebels coffee set on tray painted in
green and gold with pin roses --3½in.
(9cm.) width of tray (coffee pot missing
handle and one lid missing); three vases;
six stoneware vessels; a white and blue
laundry basket; and a bronze flower in
pot
£60-80

559.

Two German larger scale dolls’
house Biedermeier cabinets, a secretaire
with mirrored niche with drawers --6in.
(15cm.) high; and an open mirrored
back display shelf with white painted
decoration and written on base in ink
‘No.70, N-2, 2 ½dz - hw/-w/v’
£80-120

567.

Dolls’ house furniture, green
velvet three piece suite --4in. (10cm.)
width of sofa; a Kellermann tinplate
range; a brown three piece suit and a
grand piano
£60-80

560.

A German dolls’ house
Biedermeier desk, with green paper
lining --4in. (10cm.) wide; a chess table
with drawer; and two chairs (need gluing)
£70-100

570.

A G & J Lines Brothers dolls’
house circa 1909, cream painted with
front door and canopy above, two storey
large bay to left and four windows to
right with balustraded garden, mansard
roof with dormer window and widow’s
walk and two chimneys, front opening
in the middle to reveal four rooms with
fireplaces and dresser --33½in. (85cm.)
high (completely restored)
£200-300

561.

556.

An early German dolls’ house
double washstand, with painted ‘marble’
top with two cut holes and a stand
trimmed in Dresden paper with turned
bulbous front legs --5½in. (14cm.) wide;
a similar dressing table (missing base)
and wardrobe; and a cast-iron fire place
with fender - for a similar washstand
and dressing table see Liza Antrim’s
Family Dolls’ Houses of the 18th & 19th
Centuries page 203
£80-120

557.

Four dolls’ house miniature
19th century sepia watercolour
landscapes, probably from a sketch
book, glazed and framed in gold paper
probably in the 1930s --2½in. (6cm.) wide
£30-50

558.

Dolls’ house pictures and
mirrors, a gold painted cast metal oval
mirror -4½in. (11.5cm.) wide; three oval
gold painted metal framed pictures; and
others
£50-80

German dolls’ house
Biedermeier furniture, two D ends from
an extending dining table; a desk --4in.
(10cm.) high; a sewing table (both need
assembling); and another simple table (I
believe all parts are there)
£60-80

562.

Dolls’ house chattels mainly
for the kitchen, eight painted wooden
bottles of alcohol; white porcelain later
painted with flowers; metal jug and basin;
two frying pans and other items
£50-80

563.

Dolls’ house chattels mainly for
the kitchen, a cast metal gold painted
mangle --4½in. (11.5cm.) high (damaged
but complete); a carpet beater; cooking
vessels; and other items
£50-80
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A G & J Lines Brothers dolls’
house circa 1919, with brick paper
façade, central green painted front
door, five tinplate windows with green
shutters, paper tiled roof with two large
stippled chimneys, front opening to
reveal four rooms, staircase, original
papers, fireplaces and dresser --29¼in.
(74.5cm.) high - the childhood house of
Margaret Farmer of Ightham Kent, she
was given this house by her grandfather
James Burges who was married to Agnes
Quarrier, daughter of William Quarrier
who founded ‘Quarriers’ in the 1870s
£150-200

564.

British 1930s dolls’ house
furniture, Tri-ang Period furniture
display cabinet, armchair, two carvers,
ladder back chair and pole screen (some
damage); a gold flecked black nesting
tables, a brass topped circular table,
three dolls; and a vertebra tea set
£80-100

565.

British dolls’ house furniture,
a nicely made and dressed four-poster
bed --5½in. (14cm.) high; an upholstered
card armchair in floral print, a fireplace, a
vertu display cabinet, three wooden dogs,
two rugs and other items
£100-150

566.
Lot 559

568.

Dolls’ house kitchen items,
an excellent condition Brimtoy tinplate
range with maker’s details stamped on
oven doors and two saucepans --7¾in.
(19.5cm.) high; a German white painted
dressed with printed tiled card back;
a china shoulder head doll; a Eureka
tinplate money bank stove (missing base);
and other items
£100-150

573.

Three German all-bisque dolls’
house dolls, the largest boy with blue
glass eyes, brown mohair wig, fixed
neck, jointed legs and original velvet
knickerbockers and red felt waistcoat
--3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; another boy with
blonde painted moulded hair and original
clothes; and a small girl
£100-150

574.

A home-made wooden Chalet
Bungalow dolls’ house, painted white
with red roof, front opening to reveal two
rooms and room in roof --25in. (63.5cm.)
wide (repainted); a German painted
tinplate toilet; a large scale dolls’ house
bent wood garden set; other vintage and
modern furniture
£50-80

571.

A large painted wooden
Stockbroker type dolls’ house 1930s,
possibly Tri-ang, with impression of
circular label in front of door, cream
painted stippled half-timbered façade,
central front door, seven original Perspex
windows painted with net curtains,
red painted tiled roof, two chimneys,
front opening in two parts to reveal
four rooms, hall, stairs and landing with
internal doors, the two upstairs rooms
with a nursery frieze and the downstairs
rooms papered with rabbits in silhouette,
original fireplaces and electrically-lit
--42¼in. (107.5cm.) wide - purchased
from Christie’s South Kensington in 2001
£80-100

576. A late 19th century G & J Lines
boxed back dolls’ house, with brick
and stone paper façade, central front
door with brass lion head, six glazed
windows, front opening to reveal four
rooms, old paper to inside of front --23in.
(58.5cm.) high (repapered interior)- this
actual house appears in Dolls’ Houses
The Collector’s Guide by Valerie Jackson
Douet, page 34 and comes with a copy of
this book
£300-400

572.

569.

A Lines Bros Tri-ang
asymmetrical dolls’ house, with white
painted stippled façade, timbered eaves,
green painted front door with lion
knocker, tinplate windows, tiled paper
roof, front opening to reveal two large
rooms with original papers, fireplace and
range --26¼in. (67cm.) high (slight wear)
£150-200

Four Grodnerthal dolls’
house dolls, all with black painted hair
and pegged wooden jointed bodies
--1in. (2.5cm.) smallest; and an ‘alien’
composition headed sailor doll with
jointed wooden body and original
costume
£100-150

Lot 573

Lot 570
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575.

The servants wing of the ‘Gay Nineties’ mansion dolls’ house by Gertrude
Sappington 1940s, with cream painted clapboard facade, break front with ten glazed
windows, door with arched skylight above, circular attic window, chimney and green
painted roof, the back open to reveal six rooms including two rooms with wood
panelling below dado, two staircases, elaborate fitted bathroom with corner cupboard,
original decoration and a quantity of furniture including range, Schneegas buffet, oak
desk and other items--44½in. (113cm.) long x 26½in. (67.5cm.) deep x 28½in. (72.5cm.)
high (small section of clapboard needs reglueing, bottom right corner of facade);
with later sliding perspex back - the famous Gay Nineties mansion, once valued at
£150,000, was created by Baltimore lady Miss Sappington, started in the 1940s and
was completed over the next fifteen years. The central section was inherited from
her mother and created in 1875. The house featured in the Sunday Sun Magazine in
1959 and Architectural Digest in 1975 (and comes with this magazine); and a quantity
of related paperwork including a copy of a letter from Flora Gill Jacobs. The house
was exhibited in San Fernando Valley 1958, Baltimore Museum of Art 1960-61, New
York 1960s, Bolton 1976, Manchester 1978 and Leighton Hall 1982-1985. The whole
house was then sold at Christie’s South Kensington on 17th May 1990 as lot 108; it is
believed that the buyer only had room for the main house and ‘entertaining wing’ and
consequently sold this section.
£400-600
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577.

Two small doll’s perambulators,
a Wells lithographed blue tinplate
example with Balloon Tyres --3½in. (9cm.)
high; a tinplate and mesh example,
probably German with folding hood
(missing push bar); and bead work and
wood table and chairs
£60-80

583.

578. Dolls’ house furniture and dolls,
five pieces of turned and painted wooden
tableware, in an old box; four German
composition dolls in original clothes; a
carved wooden bath --6½in. (16.5cm.)
long; and other items
£70-100

584.

579.

A quantity of 1970s and
1980s dolls’ house furniture, including
four Caroline’s Home and two Lundby
accessories, in original blister packs; a
plastic and wood yellow fitted kitchen;
a brown plastic bathroom; wooden
furniture and plastic accessories
£50-80

580.

A quantity of modern dolls’
house furniture, including a dresser,
some dolls and a drum kit
£30-40

592.

Ten bisque Snow Babies and
other frosted pieces, two babies riding
a 1st World War tank --2¼in. (6cm.) high,
two babies sliding down a wall, a snow
mother with two babies in a pram sledge,
three polar bears and others
£60-80

Three small German bisque
headed dolls, a polar explorer or Eskimo
with dark eyes, jointed composition body
and white fur outfit --7½in. (19cm.) high;
another similar dressed as a Scotsman
(missing leg and foot); and one dressed in
a white dress with blue spots
£50-80

585.

A small Alt Beck & Gottschalk
1360 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, straight limbed
composition body with moulded shoes
and socks and slip dress --8½in. (21.5cm.)
high (repaired ankle); and a composition
headed sailor doll with carved wooden
body
£80-100

581.

Pit-A-Pat dolls’ house furniture,
Gas Cooker --4¼in. (11cm.) high, broom
cupboard, sideboard , table, two chairs
and bed, six with red square labels; a
German tinplate bed; and other items
£100-150

A mid 19th century German
dipped wax over composition doll,
with moulded hat, inset dark glass eyes,
blonde hair held in snood at back of
head, hat and hair trimmed with artificial
flowers, stuffed body with painted
wooden limbs and blue painted boots,
printed light brown and cream patterned
two piece dress and underclothes --23in.
(58.5cm.) high (lost most of wax covering)
£100-150

595.

An empty Jumeau bebe No 8
box, with end and inside lid labels, Bon
Marche price tag --21in. (53.5cm.) long
(slightly warped and box lid missing about
a third of it’s sides)
£60-80

588.

A late 19th century half-tester
bed, with 18th century silk curtains,
bedding including a patchwork quilt
and provenance written on head board
‘A present to Miss Belfield, daughter of
Captain Belfield. J.P. ‘Malmains’, Frenchay,
near Bristol in commemoration of her
Majesty’s Jubilee 21st Jne 1887’ --20½in.
(52cm.) x 22in. (56cm.) high
£200-300

589.

A pair of 19th century pink kid
doll’s gloves, for a large fashion doll
--2½in. (6.5cm.) high; a miniature leather
bound photograph album with brass
catch and photographs of the Royal
family dated 1863; a brass milk churn;
another book; nodding bisque black
figure and pen knife charm
£80-120

590.

An English 19th century doll’s
part dinner service, grey transfer printed
fern coral pattern comprising tour
tureens, meat platters, bowls, plates
and side plates --5in. (13cm.) height of
tureen; a similar part tea set; and other
part tea set (damage)
£60-80

596.

593.

A German bisque shoulder
head doll, with blue painted eyes, closed
mouth, blonde painted and moulded
hair swept up with curls held on top with
black dotted hair band and large plaits
going down the side and around to the
back, pierced ears with earrings, moulded
lace collar with black cross necklace,
stuffed body, kid arms, red and white
striped printed integral socks and red kid
boots, printed dress and underclothes
--23½in. (60cm.) high (boots badly
damaged and slight holes to dress)
£200-300

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with brown
sleeping flirting eyes, pierced ears, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body
with celluloid hands, cream silk dress and
underclothes --18in. (46cm.) high
£100-150

599. A late Tete Jumeau DEP bebe,
with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde hair wig, jointed papier-mache
body, pull-cord voice, dress printed with
pink floral sprigs, straw and floral print
bonnet, underclothes and brown leather
bee marked shoes, red ink stamp Tete
Jumeau on back of head, impressed DEP
10, in a Bebe Jumeau Parlant 10 box
--22in. (56cm.) high (some wear and
slight retouching to bod, box lid sides
damaged)
£600-800
600. Two German character babies,
a large Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt 126 with brown side glancing
eyes, trembling tongue, blonde mohair
wig, cotton baby gown and lace bonnet
-- 23in. (58.5cm.) high; and a Schoenau &
Hoffmeister Hanna in floral printed pink
dress (both with damaged heads)
£50-80

Lot 599

586.

A Simon & Halbig 1329 Oriental
child doll, with brown almond shaped
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, black mohair
wig, correct jointed composition body,
purple kimono and underclothes --20in.
(51cm.) high (head well restored)
£100-150
Antique and Vintage Dolls

582.

A Recknagel 1907 DEP child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed dark
papier-mâché body, white muslin dress,
underclothes and bonnet --23½in.
(60cm.) high
£100-150
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587.

An Ernst Heubach painted
bisque 444 black baby, with dark
sleeping eyes, broad nose, closed mouth,
long black mohair wig in two plaits,
bent-limbed composition body and multicoloured zig-zag top --13in. (33cm.) high
£40-60

594.
591.

A English 19th century doll’s
dinner service, flow blue butterfly
and sprig pattern, three tureens, meat
platters, two sauce boats, two vegetable
tureens, meat plates, side plates and
soup bowls --4½in. (11.5cm.) height of
tureen (some damage)
£80-120
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A very large papier-mâché
Grenier-type shoulder-head doll, with
blue painted eyes, black painted hair
with moulded ringlets, stuffed body with
brown kid hands, blue floral printed
two part dress, white muslin shawl,
underclothes, blue kid heeled boots and
cut-steel miser’s purse on wrist--37in.
(94cm.) high (boots open at back seam)
£200-300
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597.

A small Kestner child doll, with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde curly mohair
wig on plaster pate, jointed composition
body, burgundy top (faded), grey
patterned skirt, underclothes and brown
oil-clothes shoes --9½in. (24cm.) high
£100-150

598.

A Kestner 154 shoulder head
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, kid gusseted body, bisque
arms, silk dress and underclothes ---17in.
(43cm.) high
£80-100

601. A small Franz Schmidt & Co
1272 character baby, with brown
sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair and
repainted bent-limbed composition body
--9¾in. (25cm.) high
£50-80
602. A large Armand Marseille 390
child doll, with brown lashed sleeping
eyes, replaced brown wig, jointed
composition body, white muslin dress,
underclothes and good leather boots
--29in. (73.5cm.) high (head too large for
body)
£50-80
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603.

A Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, with brown
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replaced
blonde wig, jointed composition body,
baby gown and underclothes --26½in.
(67.5cm.) high (crack down back of head)
£40-60

604.

A Simon & Halbig 1039 DEP
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, replace wig, jointed
composition body, white cotton dress,
pinafore, underclothes and black and
brown oil clothes shoes --16in. (40.5cm.)
high
£100-150

605.

A late Tete Jumeau DEP bebe
head, with fixed brown glass eyes and
pierced ears, with reproduction body,
modern wig and mauve dress --21in.
(53.5cm.) high
£60-80

608.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with brown
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, modern
brown wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, underclothes and
brown leather shoes --28in. (71cm.) high
(slight chips around ear piercings)
£150-200

619.

609.

620.

A large Kämmer & Reinhardt
117n child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, modern brown wig, modern
heavy jointed composition body, cotton
white work dress, frilly sun bonnet and
underclothes --36in. (91.5cm.) high
£80-120

610.

A Gebruder Kuhnlenz 165k
child doll, with fixed blue glass eyes,
blonde wig, jointed composition body
and white muslin dress --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (repairs and wear to body, hand
repainted, makeshift wig)
£60-80

611.

A large Porzellanfabrik
Mengersgereuth 23 character baby, with
blue sleeping eyes, modern blonde wig,
bent-limbed composition body and white
cotton dress --24in. (61cm.) high (missing
finger and wig pull on back of head); and
a modern jointed mohair teddy bear
using a 1930s Merrythought button and
label
£50-80

606.

A Simon & Halbig 1078 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced
ears, modern wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton and underclothes
--25in. (63.5cm.) high
£100-150

607.

A Max Handwerck child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, reddish
brown mohair wig, jointed composition
body and long cotton baby gown --18in.
(46cm.) high (head seems a little large for
neck socket)
£50-80

Lot 608
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612.

A Simon & Halbig 1249 Santa
head, on a modern jointed body --17in.
(43cm.) high (restored head); and a
Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 head on a
modern body in sailor’s suit (crack down
back of head)
£40-60

A fine quality reproduction Bru
14 bebe head by Mary Benner, with olive
complexion, brown glass eyes and blonde
curly mohair wig, a related composition
body and modern children’s clothes
--29in. (74cm.) high (some wear to body
and needs attention)
£60-80

614.

A fine quality reproduction Bru
bebe, unmarked, with pale green eyes,
red haired, jointed kid body with bisque
arms and composition legs, green dress,
underclothes and brown shoes --22in.
(56cm.) high
£50-80

615.

A reproduction Bru by Babs &
Stan Tomlinson, with blue eyes, blonde
hair, gusseted kid body with bisque arms,
pink dress and bonnet with card tag
--13in. (33cm.) high
£40-60

616.

A fine quality reproduction Bru
Jne 13 bebe by Mary Benner, with blue
eyes, light brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body with bisque arms, pale
blue dress with lace trim, underclothes,
beige leather shoes and certificate, 2001
--22in. (56cm.) high
£80-100

617.

A large finely painted
reproduction Jumeau head marked
SCS, with blue striated eyes, on Sheer
Elegance jointed body and aged café au
lait dress and jacket --30in. (76cm.) high
(missing wig, tears to dress and needs
restringing)
£70-100

613.

A German bisque doll marked
1914 B 3, with brown lashed sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body and pink and white
striped dress ---20in. (51cm.) high
(repaired broken forehead and head
too large for socket); and a Kämmer &
Reinhardt 406 celluloid headed doll with
brown glass sleeping eyes and jointed
composition body (repairs to top rim of
head and body repainted)
£50-80

A reproduction Rabery &
Delphieu bebe by Peggy Brown, with
brown glass eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body, antique
spotted muslin dress and white shoes
--26in. (66cm.) high
£70-100

A fine quality reproduction
Andre Thuillier bebe by Mary Benner,
with blue striated eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, pink dress
with lace trim, underclothes and black
shoes, impressed A14T --24in. (61cm.)
high
£80-100
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Four reproduction dolls, a
Kestner brown Hilda character baby
--17½in. (44.5cm.) high; a AM Oriental; a
Bru head and shoulders signed RRD; and
a small Steiner (last two no wigs)
£40-60

632. A Norah Wellings South Sea
Island doll, of brown velvet, black mohair
wig, grass skirt and label on foot --11½in.
(29cm.) high; and a vinyl headed black
doll with plastic body and mini dress
£40-60

627.

633. A large quantity of doll’s and
children’s china, a Japanese lustre part
set featuring ‘Run Rabbit’; a Continental
tea set with blue ground painted with
white flowers; other part tea sets, a Golly
baby plate and other items (damage)
£40-60

Three reproduction dolls, a
Kämmer & Reinhardt 1114 Gretchen
--18in. (46cm.) high; a Kestner 208
character boy; and an AM 390 on antique
body
£40-60

621.

A fine quality reproduction
Emile Jumeau bebe by Mary Benner,
with blue striated eyes, brown hair wig,
Real Seeley jointed composition body,
peach dress, underclothes and pale blue
shoes --21½in. (54.5cm.) high (one shoe
missing rosette)
£60-80

622.

A reproduction Bru Jne bebe,
unmarked, brown glass eyes, brown wig,
Sheer Elegance body with bisque arms
and pink dress --23in. (58.5cm.) high
£40-60

623.

A fine quality reproduction Bru
Jne head by Vernon Seeley recreated by
Mary Benner, with blue striated eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition
body with bisque arms, blue dress and
beige shoes --22in. (56cm.) high (dress a
little big for doll)
£40-60

624.

A Bell Ceramics reproduction
Long Faced Jumeau, with blue
striated eyes, incorrect blonde wig,
jointed composition body, pink dress,
underclothes and orange shoes --25in.
(63.5cm.) high
£40-60

625.

618.

626.

A reproduction large Figure A
Jules Steiner bebe No 21, unmarked with
blue striated eyes, blonde wig, jointed
composition body, smocked peach dress,
coat, underclothes and white shoes
--33½in. (85cm.) high (missing hands,
tightly strung causing damage to hip
joints)
£40-60
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628.

A German wax over
composition Christmas tree fairy circa
1910, with blue glass eyes, transfer
brows, blonde mohair wig, stuffed body,
wax limbs and original muslin dress with
spangles, silvered tassels, wings and
wand --12¾in. (32.5cm.) high (head badly
cracked down sides and melted knees)
£60-80

629.

Four German wax over
composition dolls, the largest with blue
sleeping eyes, stuffed body, composition
limbs, spotted cotton dress and bonnet
--23½in. (60cm.) high; and three smaller
(all with damage)
£60-80

634. Doll’s accessories and children’s
clothes, a crochet red hooded cape
--6½in. (16.5cm.) high; a pair of leather
baby shoes the sole written in ink ‘First
shoes of Lionel Nortlake Barnes Born
13/6/1904’; a doll’s hat of blue muslin
with ribbon and lace trim; bone and
Happydays plastic teethers; a late 19th
century blue printed child’s dress and
other items
£40-60
635. A 19th century Christening pin
cushion, pricked out in pins, one side
‘Welcome Sweet Baby’ and the other
‘Little Benny 1853’ with fringing --5in.
(13cm.) wide; another later written
‘Happy Birthday’ and another pin cushion
£60-80
636. Doll’s accessories and toys, a
Philmar Doll.I.Toy cardboard Doll’s House
and a Merit Dolly’s Table Set Embroidery,
in original boxes; an ironing board; two
wire framed beds, a chair and other items
£50-80

630.

A German carved wooden
shoulder-head doll, with blue painted
eyes and heavily carved black hair, stuffed
body with composition limbs and blue
wool cloth dress --10in. (25.5cm.) high
(some paint flaking to hair and loose
arm); a pegged wooden doll recently
dressed; and a composition headed
Continental puppet (missing legs)
£40-60

631.

A small stitched Beecher-type
stockinette doll, with black bead eyes,
remains of blonde wool hair, stuffed
body, white and blue striped dress and
underclothes --5¾in. (14.5cm.) high (hole
in top of head and other wear); a black
stockinette doll (missing eye and some
damage); and a clown doll
£40-60

637. A German composition
Christmas Fairy, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, original net and tinsel costume,
possibly in original plain white box --14in.
(35.5cm.) high
£50-80
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638.

Three German dolls, an Armand
Marseille 991 bisque headed baby with
composition bent-limbed body and blue
knitted outfit --9½in. (24cm.) high; a large
composition baby; and a composition
headed doll with stuffed body in original
bright blue outfit (eyes fallen into head)
£60-80

639.

An unmarked German bisque
headed doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, white muslin dress, underclothes
and white kid shoes --19in. (48cm.) high;
a cream silk coat and bonnet; and a
school sample apron of 12 year old Eileen
Schneider
£70-100

640.

A small Armand Marseille 351
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body, white and pink cotton dress, a pink
sleeping pouch and lidded basket --5¾in.
(14.5cm.) height of doll
£40-60

641.

A Lenci-type felt boudoir doll,
with brown painted side glancing eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed elongated
limbs and remains of a printed dress
--22½in. (57cm.) high (very worn, legs
loose and damaged dress); a boudoir
Pierrot with painted face (some damage
to clothes); and another, possibly a
lampshade cover in peach dress
£50-80

642.

A Simon & Halbig 949 child
doll’s head, with pierced ears and loose
damaged sleep eyes, size 15 --6in.
(15cm.) high (head dirty and rubbed
around neck socket); with a gusseted
kid body with bisque shoulders and
jointed bisque arms --22in. (56cm.) high
(repaired fingers and loose arms)
£80-100

643. Doll’s and baby clothes, two
baby robe and a night robe; dolls - a
blue and white striped pinafore, some
undergarments, a Continental red and
black felt jacket --9½in. (24cm.) high,
a sun bonnet and a recent red sailor’s
jacket
£50-80

644.

A German pull-a-long crying and
wriggling baby in cot, with composition
head, hands and feet, blue transferred
eyes, original red floral printed romper
and Moses basket with blue cover
--10½in. (26.5cm.) long (damage to
basket and some staining); a blue
wooden cradle when lever pressed makes
a baby sit up (missing arm, head crazed
and squeak inoperative); and a wooden
cradle
£30-50

652.

Clothes and textiles, dolls and
baby dresses, fragments of old material
and a quantity of doll’s and children’s
clothes patterns
£30-50

Six Pedigree sporty Sindy dolls,
blonde centre-parted Keep Fit Sindy
1979, Ice Skating Sindy with auburn
centre-parted hair; Tennis Player; two
Star Dance and Party Time
£60-80

658.

Six Pedigree Ballerina Sindy
dolls, one auburn, one blonde and four
brunette, all in original tutus
£60-80

A composition head doll in
nurse’s uniform, with blue sleeping
eyes --18in. (45.5cm.) high; a child’s
folding chair with carpet seat; and two
composition baby dolls (worn)
£50-80

Post-war Dolls

A SFBJ 60 child doll, with brown
sleeping eyes and jointed body --16¼in.
(41.5cm.) high (piece missing from side
of head, new wig and repainted body);
a green velvet doll’s hat; pink striped
pyjamas and other doll’s clothes
£30-50

648.

Tape measures and miniatures,
a celluloid basket of fruit tape measure
--2¼in. (6cm.) wide; and a green ‘enamel’
type (tape ends missing); a split wood box
with a turned wooden penguin family;
and other items
£50-80

649.

A mohair toy dog and various
textiles, the seated brown tipped mohair
dog with swivel head --6½in. (16.5cm.)
high; and a black mohair cat (both
missing an eye); lace and embroidery;
two caps, two crochet baskets and a pair
of black ballet shoes
£40-60

666.

Thirty five recent Barbie dolls or
similar, mainly 1980s to 2000, redressed
(some wear)
£40-60

671. Pedigree Sindy’s Gig and Horse,
in original box; a blonde and a brunette
Sindy, one in pink and one in purple
Nostalgia outfits; other Sindy clothes and
a beach buggy
£80-120
END OF AUCTION
A single owner collection of bisque, English
hard-plastic and other dolls will be included in
our Dudley saleroom on the 24th June and are
now accepting entries for our 23rd Novermber
2021 Dolls and Teddy Bear auction in Newbury

668.

646.

647.

Thirty five recent Barbie dolls or
similar, mainly 1980s to 2000, three Kens
and a Stacey, mainly redressed (some
wear)
£40-60

A large quantity of vinyl fashion
dolls, mainly 1980s to 2000s including
eleven Pippa types and a few action men,
mainly redressed, some painted and
converted (wear) - in three melon/fruit
boxes
£40-60

645.

A pitch pine doll’s rocking
cradle, with old paper label to base ‘Mrs
Peel’ --16in. (41cm.) long; and a pink
painted shop with six drawers with labels
including Noodles and Sago
£50-80

665.

667.

653.

A Trendon red haired Sasha
doll, with brown eyes and navy blue
dress printed with flowers and broderie
Anglais trimmed apron, pants and black
shoes
£80-120

654.

Trendon Sasha girl clothes, blue
Rain Outfit, hat coat and boots; long
green patterned dress, 1979; pink and
white striped dress; red short dress, two
pairs of white shoes, a blue and white
summer dress (discoloured); pants; and a
baby’s nightdress and pants
£60-80

655.

A Trendon Sasha Gregor and
baby, Gregor with dark hair in Denim and
a blue baby with Gingham smock and
blue shoes
£70-100

656.

Trendon Gregor boy clothes, a
blue and white track suit with original
tag, 1978-86; a blue corduroy jumpsuit
with red bandana; football shirt, shorts,
socks and trainers; and pyjamas, red
dressing gown red slippers, 1968 (wear to
dressing gown and pyjamas a little dirty)
£60-80

650.

Ten white-work baby’s bonnets,
a girl dress and cap; and few doll’s items
£40-60

659.

A Remco The Littlechap Family
Libby, with her Party Dress, bath sarong,
Plaid Reefer Coat (missing a glove), ThreePiece Blazer Outfit, an unlabelled white
dress and few other pieces
£40-60

660.

A Mattel Titian Bubble-Cut
Barbie 1964, with dress from Suburban
Shopper, jacket, leggings and bag from
Winter Holiday, Night Negligee (missing
slippers, sari from Arabian Nights and red
with white spots shift dress Fashion Pak
(Barbie with greening ears); and a Ken
with flocked blonde hair (balding)
£80-100

661.

Various vinyl and plastic dolls,
a hard plastic Madame Alexander with
rubber arms --20½in. (52cm.) high; an
Ideal Toy Corps vinyl doll with smile; a
Alexander vinyl toddler; two other babies
and three Old Cottage dolls; and a Hasbro
Nurse Kit bag
£40-60

Vinyl and plastic dolls and
accessories, a Pedigree vinyl baby doll
in original plastic bag; a similar Bradgate
baby; a quantity of Hong Kong Pamela,
Teenage Doll and Dress-up Doll, in
original plastic bag packaging; a large
quantity of Italian miniature jointed
plastic dolls in three bags; large quantity
of fashion dolls size shoes, some plastic
baby doll shoes and other accessories
(mainly as new); and a small quantity of
mainly vinyl dolls (mainly play worn)
£50-80

669.

A large quantity of Dunlicraft
(Japan) Doll Face with hands, all in
original plastic bag and card packaging;
two packs of other rubber doll’s faces;
and eleven cloth and four plastic googly
large doll’s faces
£50-80

670.

A very large quantity of plastic
safety teddy bear and soft toy eyes,
orange and black in various sizes, pink,
green and blue; some googly eyes with
floating pupils; noses and others, in
original factory bags
£50-80

662.

Thirteen Sindy dolls, two earlier
versions, a Patch and the head only of
Paul, all redressed (one with painted face
and one with purple stain on face, wear)
£50-80

663.

Fourteen Sindy dolls, and a Paul,
all redressed (two with painting to eyes,
wear)
£50-80

651.

A large quantity of baby clothes
and textiles, gowns and dress, lace trim
and fragments of old material, ideal for
doll’s clothes’ making
£50-80

664.
Lot 657
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657.
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Thirty six recent Barbie dolls or
similar, mainly 1980s to 2000, redressed
(some wear)
£40-60
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